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Ahousaht honours 
Cliff Atleo Sr. 

By Denise August, 
Ha- Shilth -Sa Reporter 

Ahousaht - Chief, council, and the 
Ha'wiih of Ahousaht hosted a dinner on 
October 30th to recognize Cliff Atleo 
Sr. for all he has done for his people 
while he worked as Ahousaht Chief 
Negotiator. 
Atleo resigned from his post last 
summer but promised he would 
continue to offer assistance to his 
people along the way. 

Chief, council, and the Ha'wiih 
of Ahousaht hosted a dinner to 
recognize Cliff Atleo Sr. for work 
he has done for his people while 
he worked as Ahousaht Chief 
Negotiator. 

Gertrude Frank said grace before 
everyone sat down to a turkey and ham 
dinner. 
Louie Frank Sr., speaking on behalf of 
the Ahousaht Ha'wiih and Chief and 
Council said they wanted to thank Atleo 
for all the hard work he put in. 
He said Atleo has contributed years of 

commitment to the Ahousaht and played 
a role in the betterment of the 
community and to all Nuu-chah- nulth- 
aht. 

Atleo has contributed years of 
commitment to the Ahousaht 
and played a role in the 
betterment of the community 
and to all Nuu- chah -nulth -aht. 

He implored Atleo not to pull away 
from the community; "History tells us 
clearly that the Atleo family looked 
after lands and property for us. That is 

why the Ha'wiih appointed you as the 
Chief Negotiator, they are confident that 
you will always fight for our people." 
Frank said the treaty team was at a loss 

for awhile when they learned of Atleo's 
resignation but they are happy that 
Atleo remains in close contact with the 
current Chief Negotiator, Nelson 
Keitlah. 
Atleo was presented with a carving of a 
wolf and moon from the Ahousaht 
Ha'wiih. Atleo's immediate family was 
also given Ahousaht treaty team cups as 
they were thanked for sharing Cliff with 
the rest of Ahousaht. 
Rebecca Atleo, speaking on behalf of 

the Atleo 
extended family, 
told Cliff they 
love and honour 
him. She said he 
had passion in 
his voice when 
he spoke at 
meetings. She 
too urged him to 
continue to assist 
the community, 
"regardless of 
your resignation 

we want you to keep going, our family 
is about working with and for the 
community, keep doing what you're 
doing." 
Anne Atleo also thanked Cliff for what 

he has done for her in the years they 
worked together. "Thank you from the 
bottom of my heart," she said, "for 
showing me how to-be a better person 
regardless of our differences, I've grown 
in the time we worked together." 
She went on to list the other ways in 

which Cliff works for Nuu- chah- nulth- 
aht. He sits on the International Halibut 
Commission and is a member of the 
West Coast Vancouver Island Advisory 
Committee and the War Council. 
Cliff Atleo and his family presented a 

carved paddle to the Keitlah family for 
Nelson and a carving to Shawn Atleo, 
which Keith Atleo accepted on his 

behalf. Cliff said he is grateful for his 
large family and lucky to have two 
moms, Elsie Robinson and Evelyn 
Atleo. 

"History tells us clearly that the 
Atleo family looked after lands 
and property for us. That is why 
the Ha'wiih appointed you as the 
Chief Negotiator, they are 
confident that you will always 
fight for our people." 

He said he is Ahousaht and will always 
be, "I really support Ha'wilthmis; 
Mamulthne have nothing to talk to us 
about without our Ha'wiih," he said. 
"I'll always be there for Ahousaht, Chief 
and Council and the Ha'wiih," he added. 
He thanked Louie, Cosmos and Edwin 
Frank for inspiring him in his work for 
Nuu -chah -nulth. He also thanked 
Murray John and Harold Little saying, 
"We're all Ahousaht and we work better 
when we pull together." 
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'We won't pay' leaders say 
By David Wiwchar 
Ha- Shilth -Sa Reporter 

Nuu -chah -nulth treaty negotiators are 
calling into question the repayment of 
loans provided by the Government of 
Canada so First Nations could afford to 
embark on expensive treaty negotiations. 
The seven First Nations belonging to the 
NTC Treaty Table (Ahousaht, Ehattesaht, 
Hesquiaht, Mowachaht/Muchalaht, 
Nuchatlaht, Tla- o- qui -aht, and Tseshaht) 
are carrying a debt of more than $12.8 
million from the federal government 
through the BC Treaty Commission. Of 
that amount, 20% ($2.5 million) is 

considered a forgivable grant, while 80% 
($10.2 million) must be repaid starting in 

2006. 
Under the framework agreement signed 

by Nuu -chah- nulth, provincial, and 
federal leaders in 1994, the treaty loans 
become repayable 12 years after the 

signing of the framework agreement, or 
upon the signing of a final agreement, 
whichever comes first. 
After ten years of negotiations, and a 

final agreement nowhere in sight, Nuu - 
chah -nulth leaders are starting to look at 

the debt, look back on what has been 
accomplished, and are arguing the 
government's many stalling tactics used 
over the past decade are a breach of 
contract which throws the framework 
agreement out the window. 
"The government has wasted our time 

with the referendum and changing 
negotiators, and we shouldn't have to 
take loans to negotiate their existence on 
our land," said Tla- o- qui -aht negotiator 
Saya Masso. "Our citizens do grow 

weary of the tactics that Canada takes 
to prioritize tables, and these loans for 
negotiating are supposed to be for 
`good faith' negotiations, but we don't 
see that happening," he said. 

After ten years of negotiations, 
and a final agreement nowhere 
in sight, Nuu -chah -nulth leaders 
are starting to look at the debt, 
look back on what has been 
accomplished, and are arguing 
the government's many stalling 
tactics used over the past decade 
are a breach of contract which 
throws the framework 
agreement out the window. 

Masso spoke about the James Bay 
Agreement, where the governments 
paid for negotiations between the Dene 
Nations and Hydro Quebec, as they 
recognized things were not going to 
move forward unless there was funding 
for negotiations and research teams. 
"I have personally maintained the 

position that the loans we are receiving 
for negotiations are, as are all funds 
flowing to First Nations, a drop in the 
bucket compared to the wealth that has 

been extracted from our territories 
notwithstanding the tremendous debt 
that would be owed to First Nations if 
we were to achieve true and full justice 
for the loss of life, land and culture 
since the time of contact," said Central 
Region Co -chair Shawn Atleo. "I agree 
that in principle we should not be 
expected to repay loans and this should 

continued on page 4 
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DEADLINE: 
Please note that the deadline for 
submission for our next issue as 

November 12, 2004. After that date, 

material submitted and judged 
appropriate. =MI be guaranteed 
placement but, if ill relevant will be 

included in e following issue. 

In an ideal world. submissions would be 

typed, rather than hand -written, 
Articles ran be sent by ...mail to 
hashllmra nwrhahnuhb.org 
ton indnws lit h. 

Submitted Pictures must Include 
brief description of subject(s) and a.._ 
return address. Pictures with no 

address will remain on file. Allow 2- 

weeks for rearm. Photocopied or 
photographs amid be accepted . 

COVERAGE: 
Although we would like to be able 

all stories and events we will cover 
so subma t Lir 

- Sufficient advance notice address 
specifically w tfu- Shilth -So. 

- Reporter's availability at the line 
the event. 

- Editorial space available in the paper 
- Editorial deadlines being adhered 

by contributors. 

LETTERS and KLECO'S 
Ile- Shihh.5'a will include letters received from its readers. All letters MUST he 

signed by the writer and have the writer's name, address and phone number on 

it. Names can be withheld by request. Anonymous submissions will not he 

accepted. 
We re aria the right to edit submitted material for clarity, brevity, 

grammar and goad taste, We will definitely not publish letters dealing with 
tribal or personal disputes or issues that are critical of Numehah -nullh 
individuals or groups. 

All opinions expressed in letters to the editor are purely those of the 

writer and will not necessarily coincide with the views or policies of the Nam 
chah -null. Tribal Council or Its member First Nations. 

Negotiators prepare for meeting with Canada 
By Denise August, 
Vla- Shilth -Se Reporter 

Pon Alberni Nuu -shah -nullh Treaty 
'limners met at Somas. Hall October 
'5 26 to prepare for their Tri- partite 
Negotiation session. i la- o- qui -aht said Says Masse, is 

!arming 
resenme- sharing relationships 

with fish farms and the Marion Creek 
Hydro project Messo said they are 

approaching these relationships based on 

their inherent right to benefit from the 

resources of their lands. Letters were 
ent out to fish farms and the appropriate 

provincial ministries explaining Tla-o- 
ht intentions and requested the 

import of Nuu -shah -nulth Nations. 
Nelson Keitlah, Ahousaht Chief 
Negotiator. said they will be meeting 
with provincial negotiators regarding the 

layoquot Sound Interim Measures 
Extension Agreement (IMEA) which is 

being renegotiated for another extension. 

The agreement is about the ro- 
management of resources between the 

iahove and the Central 
Region First Nations. 

Kedah says he does not have good 
feeling about the intentions et Die 

alt provincial government with 
'sped to extending the IM EA. "The 

I MLA worked well until Gordon 
Campbell got in and disregarded our 

any arc he claims . 

They don't even want to refer to 

i 

anymore. they want to 

call l h a consultative process instead he 

said. 

Stanley Sam said he is concerned that 
there is not enough Elder input into the 

NCN position papers. lie explains that 
there are aspects of our culture that 
arc difficult to describe on paper mpr such as 

Ile- hoolthe and Huupakwanim. Cliff 
Allen In explained that there is a 

mechanism in place to incorporate Elders 
input into NCN position papers. 

Willard Gallic Sr. assisted in the creation 
of the Hawitthpatak Nutt- shah -nulth 
-Neu bah -nuhh Ways of Governance 
The original document, he explained, was 

early 70 pageé in length but, due to 

funding shortages, was never finished and 

was condensed to seventeen pages. 

NTC Treaty Manager asi Admit. 
delivered a brief report on the outcome of 
the last Treaty meeting between Nuu - 
chah -nulth and the federal government. 
Ile said Canada no longer has a Nuu - 
shah -nuilh mandate: their mandate 
includes Maa- nulth. As predicted, 
Canada is opposed to many of the 

principles presented in the NCN position 
papers on Governance, Lands and Waters, 
Guatwtecd Access to Romances, , and 

lt.mon Focal %loners. 

"It didn't matter what we said, they were 
probably given specific i us," with 
respect to their response m Alice 
hypothesized, There is suspicion 
amongst NCN that the provincial 
government is trying to 'hold ofF until 
after they complete a deal with one of the 

four groups currently negotiating final 
agreements. 

Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal Council 1 
Toll Free Number: 1- 877 -677 -1131 

Nuu -shah -nulth leadership have now established a toll free 
number to assist membership with any 

questions they may have regarding 
treaty related business, 

41") 

Ná=Shilth=Sa 
Ha- Shilth -Sa belongs to every Nuu -chah -nulth person including 
those who have passed on, and those who are not yet born. 
A community newspaper cannot exist without community 
involvement; If you have any great pictures you've taken, stories or 
poems you've written, or artwork you have done, please let us know 
so we can include it in your newspaper. 
This year is Ha- Shilth -Sa's 30th year of serving the Nuu -shah -nulth 

First Nations, 
We look forward to your continued input and support. 
Kleco! Kleco! David Wiwchar, Editor / Manager 
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Elmer Prank of Tla- oquiahi suggested 
that NCN is not being aggressive 
Hough with the governments and the 

BC Treaty Commission. Ile said the 
table should not simply accept `no' for 
an answer but should try different 

"ues gel the desired results. 
People at home are getting fnalated, 

they want to know what will come of 
this and that we're not wasting 
more time." he said. 

On the issue of taxation Richard Watts, 
citing a recent government report, said 

less than one half of one percent of all 
Canadians are tax exempt, "..so it's not 
e big ticket item, the government is 

pursuing it because il bothers 
Canadians," he alleged. "We need to 

prepare ourselves," he advised, "we 
need to remember what we have and 

what's out there and not be guided by 
what government perspective" 
"We have already agreed that we will 

not negotiate for anything less than we 
already have yet we're contradicting 
ourselves when we talk about paying 
taxes treaty," warned betel 
The afern on portion of the meeting 

as spent in lour breakout 'brain 
storming' groups on Governance, 
Guaranteed Access, "fax and Fiscal and, 

Lands and Waters. The four groups met 
back al the table to share their results 
and prepare speakers notes for the Tri- 
partite meeting. 
On the issue of Guaranteed Access 

Richard Watts said it is about all the 

round us: "...fish, air, wafer, 

everything and we already have court 
That . . y ha Abe S I Right. 

and Title." We need to aim for 
guaranteed access to the resources to 

sustain our and allow people to prosper, 
not only the people of today but also for 
generations to come. kerns of our 
economic needs NCN Deed guaranteed 
access to enough resources to reflect the 

economic prosperity that we enjoyed 
before and just after contact," he said. 

Simon Lucas, Hesquiaht, questioned 
terms and ideas expressed in the 
Ile wilhpmuk Nuu -shah -nulth document. 
Willard Gallic said several Elders got 
together at the direction of the 

Treaty Planning table to develop the 

document Many of the Elders that 
participated in the development of the 

document have passed away. Lucas 
suggested the table pu time aside to 
review the document and amend it so 

that it is more representative all NCN 
First Nations. 
NCN Treaty teams are preparing 
position on all aspects of treaty since 
Canada now says they are willing to 
negotiate everything but fish. The 
province notified Allot that, for the 
second time in a row, they would not 
attend the TSC meeting scheduled for 
the afternoon of October 26. The table 
expressed frustration at the province and 

questioned their sincerity about their 
willingness to engage in meaningful 
treaty negotiations with Nuu shah- nulth. 
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BC skips out on Tri -partite Negotiation Meeting 
By Denise August, 
Ila. Shillh -Sa Reporter 

Port Alberni -For the second time in a 

row British Columbia failed to show up 

for a previously scheduled Tri- partite 
Negotiation Meeting on October 26th, to 

the dismay of Nuu hcb.101lh 
negotiators. 
Nelson Kettah said the opening prayer 

and Richard Watts welcomed everyone 
to the home of Tseshaht , 

Richard Watts, Simon Lucas, Nelson 
KeìHah (interim Negotiator) and Mike 
Maquinna introduced themselves as 

Nou- shah -nulth negotiators while Jarma 

Komi and Monica Kernel introduced 
themselves as federal treaty negotiators 
and Komi expressed regret that Eric 
Denkoff was unavailable for the most 

cent Tri -partite meeting. Peter 
Colenbrander of the British Columbia 
Treaty Commission 1OCTC) was also 

introduced as observes. 

Kumi outlined general negotiation 
positions and intents on behalf of 
Canada. She said Canada's interests and 

position shows at treaty tables that are 

rapidly progressing. Even so, she says, 

Canada approaches each individual table 
recognizing their unique needs. 

Canada has a new mandate revenue- 
sharing that they believe is a significant 
increase from before. 
Increase prepared to talk about 
traditional governance and language in a 

modem day treaty," she said. 

On the issue of Certainty Canada is 

looking at alternative approaches than 
the one they had with Nuu -chap -nulth 
before. They are prepared to discuss 

existing land package and explore 
whether or not it meets NCN need. 
On the issue of taxation, Canada is 
willing to support agreements that allow 
significant tax revenues that are 

collected on settlement land to stay in 
NCN hands and finance NCN need. 
She agreed that First Nations people 

- 
have right to self governance and self 
determination and Canada is willing to 
explore with NCN and BC 
reconciliation between the governments. 
"I would like to urge all parties to get to 

work as soon as possible to complete 
AIP and get to a final treaty," she said, 
Nuu-chah -multh Chief Negotiators 

presented positions on four components 
of treaty. Richard Watts presented the 

Guaranteed Access to Resources 
position paper saying NCN [Orwell 
maintain their ownership. rights and 

responsibilities to the resources in Mein 

territories. 
He said NCN need guaranteed access 

to the resources for sustenance and 

economic purposes which will be 

constitutionally protected, since treaties 

are meant to be everlasting. 
Simon Lucas delivered the Governance 

and Jurisdiction position and the 
Há with Declaration (signed November 
1, 1994). 
lie said NCN are still abiding by the 
Há wiib Declaration as guidance for 
negotiating positions. He stressed 

importance e of the recognition of the 

le wiib and their rights, responsibilities 
and jurisdiction in a final treaty. Ile 
said the NCN Treaty Table will re- 
introduce interim measure for 
governance. 
Nelson Keidah read the Taxation 
position popes Ile commented that a 

form of taxation, redistribution of the 
wealth, has always existed in our 
Nations. He spoke of the grey whale 
and the portions that were to go to the 

Chief as recognition of his position and 

show of cary e 

one time war were very wealthy 
people in terns of what we got from the 

and forests," he said. 'The vast rivers 
of resources is apparent when 

you arrive in the valley and the ' 

mountains are tripped and the livers 
e almost barren," he added. He said 

NCN know they face many rebuilding 
years and that it will be up tedium to 

Ahousaht Elder Stanley Sam speaks at the tripartite meeting 

ensure the futures of NCN people. 
Mike Maquina presented the Land, Air 

and Water position paper, saying NCN 
are prepared to engage in land 
identification processes again 
immediately to determine area..'. 
relus ownership and jurisdic on by 

NCN Nations as well as shared lands 

and jurisdictions. Ile expressed his 
frustration at the lack of progress in 

negotiations despite the twelve years 

lin sted by treaty teams and he wanted 

Upcoming Meetings 
Treaty Planning 
Museum Negotiating Team 
`NTC Special Meeting 

Nov, 8 - 9 Thunderbird Hall, Ahousaht 
Nov. 17 Coast Discovery Hotel, Campbell River 
Nov, 18 - 19 Campbell River 

to how what the ramifications are 

when one party in the tripartite process 

does not participate in negotiation 
Kumi advised they would like to 

know what is it that NCN require to 

provide them with that solid foundation 
that they will nod to march into the 
future. We nod to know if the land you 

selected long ago still meets your 
needs, she mid. 

NCN negotiators said they want 
Interim Measure Agreements in place 

to protect the resources until a treaty is 

in place because resource extraction 
continues lo this day, 

Kumi requested copies of documents 

from the past so that Canada could get 

back into negotiations faster. She 

spoke of willingness on Canada's part J to discuss interim measures agreements, 

Elmer Frank of Tla -o-qui -alit pointed 
out that NCN had the right to reject the 

AIP, "yet we are portrayed in the media 

as the ones holding up the process. 
"Where was Canada in the last three 

years?" he asked, "nod where is BC 

"We hear you say you're committed to 

the process," he went on, `yet Canada 

indirectly suspended the negotiations 

after the Fisheries litigation was 

launched and BC suspended 

negotiations during the referendum 

ohm the Liberals took office ." Ile 
went on to say NCN have shown their 

commitment by showing up at every 

TSC meeting. "We are being ignored," 

he charged, "while your Chief 
Negotiator Eric Denhoff and BC are off 
somewhere else negotiating at another 

table." 
Colenbrander of BCTC said his office 

will advocate to get BC to the table. 

The next tri- partite meeting is 

scheduled for November 22nd at 

Vancouver and BC has committed to 

the Nuu -shah -nulth Tribal Council 
Treaty Manager to be there. 

Urban Update Meetings - December 2004 
Well it's that time of year again and Christmas is just around the comer. Our Treaty team has set 

some dates for our December sweep of dinner and meeting gatherings for our Nuu -chah -nulth living 
away from home. Christmas dinner /meetings will be provided in the following cities as per: 

Location Date Time Venue 
Victoria December13 4:00 pm Our Queen of Peace, 

851 Old Esquimalt Rd, 

Nanaimo Date, time and location yet to be determined 
Vancouver December 16 5:00 pm Vancouver Friendship Centre 

1607 East Hastings 
Seattle December 18 1:00 pm - finger foods 4:00 pm - dinner 

Pearl Warren Building, 606 12th Ave. S 

Port Alberni - December 20 4:00 pm Friendship Centre, 3555 4th Avenue 
Campbell River Date, time, and location yet to be determined 
For the NCN living in Campbell River and Nanaimo areas, please watch for confirmations of 

dinner /meeting arrangements for your locale in future issues of the Hashilthsa Paper. 

Note: Rosie Little, Indian Registry Administrator will also be in attendance for those who need to 

update their status cards. Pictures are $4.00 - Please bring old status card and copy of Identification. 
/Will be on location for all meetings with exception to Port Alberni update.] 
If you have any questions, please contact Gail Gus* 1- 877 -677 -1131 or email: 

gailgusmauuchahnulthorg. Chime. 
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Nuu- chah -nulth face DFO 
at Somass Hall 

By David Whack, 
Ha- Shilth -Sa Reporter 

Tsahaheb - Nuu -shah -nulth leaders and 

fishermen gathered at Somass Hall last 

week to address new DFO proposals 

and meet with DFO to discuss ways to 

improve relations. 
and Oceans Canada (DFO) is 

organizing. new model of fisheries 

planning for herring and salmon. "DFO 
is moving in a new direction where 

decisions will be made by more groups 
than just commercial harvesters and 

themselves," said NTC Fisheries 
Program Manager Dr. Don Hall. 
"They're trying to include First Nations, 

sports fishing, and environmental 
groups in an integrated advisory 
process," he said, adding DFO is 

looking for two Neu -shah -ninth 
representatives to sit on each 

"We need someone who is going to 

improve our situations by teaching DFO 
they can't just put a piece of paper in 
front of us to sign away our rights for a 

few meager fish," said Hupacaseth's 

Pete Tamosh. 

Although a number of names were put 
forward, appointments to the advisory 
boards were put off until the next 
regular NTC meeting. 
Ron Kadowaki, DFO south coast area 

director and chair of the fisheries 
renewal working group, spoke on the 
recent Pearce -McRae and First Nations 
Fishery reports, as well as other issues 
of concern. Bath reports spoke on the 
need for dramatic and urgent changes in 

fisheries management, especially in the 

area of First Nations commercial and 
food, social, and ceremonial fisheries. 
"Our Minister reinstated economic 
opportunity fisheries area year in places 
where them had been pilot sales 

agreements, and he said that we have to 
do better," reported Kadowake. "Were 
here to let you know what's going on, 

and get feedback on how 
respond to your Pates and concerns," 
he said. Meeting everyone's needs will 
be a real challenge, and we know the 

needs of First Nations aren't being met 

Ron Kadowaki, DFO south coast 
area director and chair of the 

fisheries renewal working group. 

through the processes we have right 

Kadewake's conciliatory speech was 

met with skepticism by Nuu- shah- nulth- 
alit. 
"Hell will freeze over before you start 

sharing with First Nations," said 

Tseshaht's Willie Sam "I'll be damned 

if I'll let DFO tell me whether I can or 
can't take fish from our river," he said. 

"You haven't listened to First Nations 
issues but you still call it consulting. 
Sure you're sitting here in a room with 
us, but we don't see anything that shows 
you're listening to us" said Ahousaht 
Chief Councilor Keith Aten. "Our clam 
diggers say they feel like prisoners 
because they have to wear numbers on 
thee vests, numbers on their rakes, and 
numbers on their clam sacks. Is this how 
DFO thinks our people should be treated 

on their own beaches ?" he asked. 

"I certainly sense a lot of frustration, 
and First Nations certainly saying 
that things need to change," said 

Kadowaki. "This information will be 

used in terms of our response to these 
two reports," he said. 

McIntosh, Norton, Williams, CGA's 

lay R Norton, FCGA, CAFM 

Cory McIntosh, CGA CAFM, CFP 

Mike K. Williams, CGA, DipIT 

hr:250)184 .0185 

Rs (250)724 .11l4 
haFnai88BIIH .oyes 

"Specializing in First Nations 

taxation, auditing & 

strategic management 

planning." 

2nd Floor, 4445 Gertrude St, 

Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 617 

Call For Submissions - Ocean Life Poster 
The Aryl Aquatic Management Board is currently working to create a poster 

about sea life on the West Coast of Vancouver Island, combining the artwork of 
local artists with Nuu -chah -ninth vocabulary . 

This project aims to promote awareness of the varied and beautiful life forms 
that make up our oceans and their Nuu -chah -nulth names. The combination of 
image and Nuu -chah -ninth language is a simple and direct may that helps to 
promote a fuller understanding of the links between our local culture and 

environmental surroundings. Nuu -chah -nulth culture is closely linked to the 

many resources within the nee= through myths, legends and teachings, and for 
food, ceremonial and economic uses. The Ocean Life poster serves to 
strengthen those links for the community in a colorful, Bm and entertaining way. 

We are currently looking for local west oast artists willing to donate dynamic, 
colorful artwork of ocean life. We are looking for specific species, and are open 
to others. 

The poster will be produced by and distributed to local schools, First Nations 
and community members through the West Coast of Vancouver Island and 

beyond! 
If you would be interested in producing small illustrations or artworks 

(approximately ó0m a 6cm) for this poster, please contact: 
Kelly Foxcroft- Poirier, West Coast Aquatic Management Society, (250)724- 
6244 

The deadline to let us know If you will participate In the Ocean Life 
Poster Project is: November 30, 2004 at 5 pm 

Deadline to submit completed artwork(s): January 3, 2005 

"We won't pay' ... continued from page 1 
seriously be considered over the course 
of negotiating Alcmene." he said. 

According to NTC Treaty Manager Cliff 
Atleo Jr, changes to BCTC funding 
arrangements s allow First Nation to 

choose whether to accept the full 
allocation, only the contribution portion, 
or the contribution portion and any 

cunt of the loan portion the First 
Nation requires in order to complete its 

work plan. For example, if a First 
Nation is allocated $100,000 it can now 
choose to accept the entire allocation 
($20,000 contribution and $80,000 loan) 
or just the 520,000 contribution, or the 
$20,000 contribution plus any amount of 
the loan up to $80,000. 
BC First Nations involved in treaty 
negotiations have borrowed more than 

$230 million from BCTC sines 1994. 
The Nuu -shah -ninth Tribal Council's 
first loan advance was made on 

September 2, 1994, therefore at present 
he Nueechah nu th Tribal Council's 
rosy loan will come due 12 years after 

this date, on September 2, 2006- The 

NTC may request that the Treaty 
Commission recommend a 5 -year 
extension of the repayment date. 

"The government has wasted 
our time with the referendum 
and changing negotiators, and 
we shouldn't have to take loans 
to negotiate their existence on 
our land," said Tla- o- qui -aht 
negotiator Saya Massa, "Our 
citizens do grow weary of the 
tactics that Canada takes to 
prioritize tables, and these loans 
for negotiating are supposed to 
be for `good faith' negotiations, 
but we don't see that 
happening," he said. 

Al the September loll treaty planning 
meeting at Somass Hall, negotiators 
made a motion to seek a legal opinion 
on the repayment of loans. 

West Coast residents are invited to 

Clayoquot Biosphere Trust 
General Meeting 

(rescheduled) 

Sat., Nov. 6, 2004 
11:00 P.m.-3:00 p.m. 

Ahousaht Youth Centre 
C L A Y O Q U O T" (upstairs) 

Ahousaht 
Light lunch served 

For more information please call Craig Panicle 266 -0049 
Regular water taxi service departs 1. Dock 10:30am 

departs Ahousaht 1:00 pm 

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL 
IF YOU ATTENDED 

ALBERNI INDIAN RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL 
OR 

CHRISTIE INDIAN RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL 
YOU MAY WISH TO 

DISCUSS HEALING AND 
THE NEW INCREASED 

COMPENSATION 
WITH 

SCOTT HALL 
LAWYER 

VICTORIA 
1 -880- 435 -6625 

CALL FREE ANY TIME 

Education - ha-ho-pa 

Q 
A 

tltkwaa naa?uugsta7in huuhtakAiih 7uu?uuk"a ?atha 

Come join us in learning your own language 
laa/giMgrtJsuu - 

huuh/tak/tilh /cis 

I. ,I111 you', ca - 

2. Ttu/loWk"ab atrna - 
'Wu/luu/k"a /sa/ha 

3. iaa/iaaq /sa/pa 

Making Bannock 

1. sRnii 

what are you di doing? 

we are learning to talk 

our First Nations language 

our dialect 

dialect of the tribe where you are at 

saenigiit 
bannock 
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2. saep/ni /gilt making bannock 

3. sawnigiitwitasn a we are going to make bannock 

wiles - this suffix is used to describe an action that will take place, it means 

'about to' or `going to' 
-nis is the ending indicating 'we' 

4. sags n'6dis 1 am baking a bannock 

5. kibeickuk flour 
6e - white Nuk- looks like 

6. Aispaut baking powder 

- yeast 

7. s unt 

?fist 

wait 

8. haq/mea any kind of oil 

kag50citt - oil (petroleum) on the water 

9. mink milk 
1l. dupiiq I of something, here I cup 

l I. lai;ciq 2 of something 

12. muudt4 4 of something 

13. i*um//iio/Yak something you take liquid with, spoon 

14. kinked,. curved thing on side, cup 

15. keo9ak big spoon, mixing spoon, eyebrow pencil 

kickik - to stir kiikiica - stirring 

16. haówahs bowl 

hacx-d - deep 

17. luuwu,kasp add into 

18. lugsi(ii put something into a bowl 

19. tugsipi pour flour into container, eg a bowl 

ailed( - throw when things scatter, like coins or pebbles 

20. tank knead, push 

21. -nsatsala kneading 

22. camzgstup put in oven 

The old way of baking semi: Would light fire on sand or small pebbles, then 

push the fire aside and make a hollow in the sand, put in the dough and cover it 

with hot sand or pebbles. The sand or pebbles did not stick to the dough When 

brown ogler was available, Canes grandmother would put a piece under and 

over the spry before covering it with sand or pebbles 

Origin of the word `sapniï : sepia! or sap-o -lilt means reheat, flour or meal in 

the Chinook jargon. Piah sapolill is baked bread and lolo sapolill means whole 

wheal in Chinook. The word still is "a true Indian word" common to various 

Columbia River tribes. In Yakima squill means bread. Lewis and Clarke write it 

as "chapelell ". Source is George Gibbs, Dictionary of the Chinook Jargon, 

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Coiled.. No. 161. Available on line at 

www. chinookjargon .home.:atnet/gibbs.htm 

Word -building 

semen bannock 

seep /nì /giìt making bannock 

sagmigiìfwilaenia we are going to make bannock 

Suffixes arc added to the root word, sauna. in order to describe an action connected 

with the word sapnii. The suffix -lit carries the meaning "making": 

saarnlgiit which translates as `making bannock" 

saarnigiitwitassi -s we arc going to make bannock 

wiles means 'going to' or 'about m' 

nit is an 'ending' or 'suffix' indicating 'we are doing something', rather 

than 'I' or hasty' or 'they'. 

Here arc some other examples of the use of the suffix -tit in word-building. They 

arc adapted from Dr. Toshihide Nakayama's book Nuuchahnulth (Nootka) 

Morphosyntax, p. 19. 

cspaesit 
nn 

canoe making "He is making a canoe." Elicited GL. 

*atilt Muses Ile is making a nice canoe. Elicited CL. 

Here the suffix is added to the word but meaning `nice, beautiful' 

'Mid tut tepee Ile is making big canoe Elicited Cl. 

lime the suffix is added to the word numb which means 'big' 

We can see in these examples, the importance of suffixes in word -building in 

quuquulaca. 

Please note that in the word list published two weeks ago, the word for earthworm 

was spelled wrong. It should be talcums. 

NTC hosts Post -Secondary Dinners 
By Kelly Johnsen 
for Ha- Shilth -Se 

During every Fall semester, the NTC 
Education 

d stunt dinners eo v ctoria, 
Nanaimo. Vancouver and Pon Alberni. 
The purpose of these dinners is to treat 
the students to a night out from studying 
and for the students introduce 
themselveè, their family, and their areas 

of interest in order to form support 
networks. 
This year , we hosted the Victoria dinner 

at the Holiday Inn on Blanshard. A good 
dinner of roast beef, veggies and salads 

was served. During dessert, because she 

was unable to attend the NTC Post 
Secondary Student Graduation and 

Awards Ceremony on September 301h, 

we presented Lama Fraser with her 
graduation gifts. Laura completed the 

Bachelor of Ans. Major in History in An 
at the University of Victoria last year. 
Laura made a beautiful speech, followed 
by moving wards on language 

preservation from her mother, Katie 
Fraser. 

The Nanaimo dinner was held at the 
Coast Bastion. We had a good turnout, 
and were served baked salmon, and 

chicken. During this dinner, Blair 
Thompson and Kelly Johnsen presented 

another graduate with her gill. April 
Charleson completed the Business 

Management Diploma in General 
Management at Malaspina University 
College last year. We are very proud of 

Blair Thompson presents April 
Charleson with an award for 

completing her Business 
Management Diploma at Malaspina. 

her. 

The Pon Alberni dinner took place at 

the Tseshaht Cultural Hall last week. 
We had a wonderful dinner prepared by 
Hilda and Ben Nookemis. This was a 

smaller group of students, and we had a 

very nice time talking and sharing 
stories. 
The Vancouver dinner will take place 

next month, and we 
r 

antic, i 
another good turnout, good speeches 

and fun times. Iris always rewarding to 

hear about how the students are doing, 
and the newer students find reassurance 

from the 'older' wader,. that the end is 

in sight. 

Sounds: 

k - lia 

ïe -da plus uh 

-t plus uh 

h- as if to breath on glass to clean 

- like a k made in the throat 

c - ts as in cats 

d - is plus uh 

sound like a cars hiss 

- as if to clear throat of an object 

- put tongue behind teeth and let air 

Flow out on sides of tongue 

s - sh 

- close throat and open it, releasing 

ir, as in the exclamation uh -oh. A 

glottal atop. 

n - i - made deep in throat, 

pharyngeal, as in the word for dog - 

finiik 

w- like w in wish 
w - w plus uh 

y- like in yes 

- y plus uh 

- k made deep in throat plus 

-true 

Submitted by Central Language 

Program in duumueaas (Port Alberni). 

Do you want to loam to read and 

write the Nuu -chah -ninth language? 

Our language group will be meeting 

every Tuesday night at the home of 
Caroline Little. Phone Cant at 724- 

6580 for more information. 

0L ILrA `:TjT, 
PRIVATE POST SECONDARY 

TRAINING SCHOOLS 
There area growing number of private Post Secondary (P /S) 

training schools in BC. Any adults considering enrolling in 

courses at e of these private schools should be aware of the 

"complications" listed below: 
toga: Most of these schools do not qualify for provincial funding as public 

colleges and universities do. The tuition costs, Macron. , are very much higher 

than at public schools. These schools are private businesses. The tuition is also 

high to provide a profit for the schools' owners. 

Flieibility: The courses at these private schools do not 'have transfer credit to a 

public university or college. The courses at these schools therefore do not qualify 
for NTC Post Secondary (PS) funding. 

First Nations: The First Nations' budgets for adult training are not very large. The 

First Nations therefore cannot provide much if any financial assistance to members 

wishing to attend private training schools. 

Student I oats: Many students attending private training schools must tike out 

student loans. The student loans are set up to mainly support students in public 

colleges where the tuition costs are much smaller In many cases, the student loan 

will barely cover tuition at the private training school and there is little. if any, of 

the loan left to cover living costs. As above, the First Nation and the NTC can 

usually not provide living support for these courses. Student loans are LOANS. 

The loan must be paid back, whether the student completes the course or non 

If you are considering enrolling In a private training school, first, please 

poses Kelly Johnsen, Vicky Watts or Blair Thompson al the NTC 1- 877 -677- 

.1131 or 24724 -ales). 

Fisheries - ca'- cä -tuk 

Fisheries 

°OTTO., 

,tez./ 

arc 

Certified L 
General 

accsuntants " 
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- 

seemmdary 

to 

e -ch 

q 

g 

y 

w 

"Of 
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Sports - ?ira cap mis 

NAIG returns to the island 
By David Wiwchar 
Ha- Shilth -Se Reporter 

The North American Indigenous 

Game tu are rerning to Vancouver 

Island, and Nuu -chair -nulth athletes are 

The Cowichn Nation will be hosting 
the games in 2008, and more than 7,000 
athletes are expected to compete in 16 

different events. 
"This will be a great opportunity for 

Nun-chah -ninth athletes, and something 
they can set their sights on for the 

furore," said Gina Pearson, T 'baht'' 
Department head in charge of health, 
social services, and recreation. "We've 
got a lot of athletes who are great 
track events, and others who are a really 
strong in a variety of team sports," she 

said. 

"This will be a great opportunity 
for Nuu-chah-nulth athletes, and 
something they can set their 
sights on for the future," said 
Gina Pearson. 

The North American Indigenous Games 
(NAIG) were started to provide native 
peoples of the United States and Canada 
a chance to gather in compete in 

sporting events as well as cultural 
activities. The games have grown 
substantially in a very short tine. 3000 

athletes participated at the first games in 

Edmonton, with similar numbers in 

Prince Albert (1993) and Blaine WA 

(1995). The 3 1997 games in Victoria had 
a reported 8000 participants, and 
Winnipeg continued that tradition in 
2002. The 1999 games were to be held 
in Fargo, North Dakota, but were 
mallet Buffalo, New York, USA will 
take up the torch and host the next 
games in 2005, before handing the 
sacred bundle to the I. ow urban Nation, 
who beat out bids from Chlliwack, 
Kamloops, Windsor, Kahnwake, and 
Regina. 
The North American Indigenous Games 
Council haw settled on a three year 
interval for holding the North American 
Indigenous Games, and have decided to 

THE SPIRIT 
STRONG BRAVE TRUE 

begin a plan that alternates the games 
between Canada and the US every three 
years. 
The 7,000 athletes, when combined 

with 2,000 volunteers and thousands 
more spectators and supporters', 
translates into a forecasted injection of 
more than $30 million into the local 
economy. 
A Council consisting of 26 mandated 
representatives, 13 from Canada and 13 

from the U.S.A. govern the NAIG 
Games. The NAIL Council is 

responsible for the philosophy, 
objectives and rules of the Games. The 
Council develops policies and 
procedures to guide the preparation and 
staging of the Games, and ensures that 
the Games play an Important role in 

Aboriginal sport development. The 
Council is also responsible for 
determining the site of future North 
American Indigenous Games through a 

bid process. 
Every Province, lemony and State in 

Canada and the U.S.A. will be 
represented in 16 sports, 3 of which are 
traditional Aboriginal sports and include: 
Archery, Canoeing, and Field Lacrosse. 
Non -traditional spans include: Athletics, 
Badminton, Baseball, Basketball, 
Boxing, Golf, Rifle Shooting, Soccer, 
Softball Fastball, Swimming, Tae Kwon 
Do, Volleyball, and Freestyle Wrestling. 
Pearson noted there is no ball hockey, 

and she plans on speaking with other 
recreation coordinators and sending a 

letter to the games committee requesting 
a hall -hockey category be included. 

Hazel Cook - First Recipient of the 
Burnside Community School Scholarship 

On October 21, 2004 my wife, 
Penny and 1 had the pleasure of 
presenting the Burnside Community 
School Scholarship of $2,000 to Hazel 
Cook. 

The requirements were that the 
recipient be a graduate of Burnside, be 

rolled at a poet secondary institute 
and have displayed a commitment 
helping others through community 

o 

volunteering 
In meeting these requirements, 

Hazel graduated from grade seven at 
Burnside in 1997 She presently attends 
Malaspina College where she is enrolled 
in the second year of the the First 
Nations Program leading to a Bachelor 
of Ans. As a student of Burnside, Hazel 
displayed a dedication 

en 
commitment 

ent 
to 

volunteering and more recently has 
volunteered from 1997 2001 at the 

rial Nuu-chah-nulth Tlu -pitch games 
and as a soccer coach for the under nine 
Panthers in their 2002 - 03 season, 

Congratulations Hazel! You are 
an outstanding recipient of the first 
annual Burnside Community School 
Scholarship. Penny and I hope that this 
award will allow you to follow your 
dreams and fulfill your goals. Our 
request is that as you journey through 
life will continue to take the opportunity 
to help others make their dreams come 
true. 
Again congratulations, 
Bob and Penny Campbell 

Tournaments 
RESCHEDULED NEW DATE 

.oa 

SR. MENS & WOMENS 
Ball Hockey Tournament 

In Memory of Barry 
Thompson (Bear) & Arthur 

Thompson 
19th, 20th, 21st November 19 20 21 

Maht Mahs Gym - Port 

Illy 
'vs.. 

lI 
Alberni, BC 

MENS Entry Fee: $450 WOMENS Entry Fee: $350 

Prize Payout: Prize Payout: 

Of Place $1600 (based on 10 teams) 1st Place $1200 (based on 10 teams) 

2nd Place $ 700 29d Place $500 

3rd Place S 350 3rd Place $250 
Entry Fee must be paid before first game 

Cash or certified check only accepted 
For rules. rosters and questions please contact 

Colleen Thompson @ 250.618.1127 or email nit oral @honnail.com 
Iris Lucas @ 250.720.6657 or email - lucasdc @island.vet 

As a family our goal for this tournament is to ,bring awareness and 
attention to both Speed Racing & Cancer 

The Port Alberni Friendship Centre 
is hosting a 

Youth Ball Hockey Tournament 
November 27th 28th 

@ Maht Mahs Gym 
For ages 12 - 18 years (must provide i.d.) 

Accepting first 8 teams / limit 15 players per team 
$100 Entry fee / Team (Cash only) 

For more information please contact: 
Mike Romney 0 (250) 723 -8281 or Fax (250) 723 -1877 

You're Invited 
To Train, Race & 

Try To Beat Us in the 

Opitsaht Canoe Races 
May 24, 2005 

Only 9 Months to Go! 
So BE READY & BE THERE! - 

1st Prize - Traditional Dug-out Chuputz 
Camping available. - 

For more info contact Arnold Frank 726-6576 
or Ivy Martin at 725 -2299, or Moses Martin 

or Carla Moss at 725 -2765 

Dial -A - Dietician Free Nutritional Information 
Call Toll-free 1- 800 -667 -3438 - A registered dietician /nutritionist (RON) 

will answer your general and medical nutrition questions oar 
Diabetes Allergies Osteoporosis Heart Health Hypertension Weight Control 

UCLUELET FAMILY TIES 
HEALTHY BABIES PROGRAM 

Family Ties is a program that offers information and support to 
help you have the healthiest baby possible. Weekly drop -in 

Everything from nutrition to childbirth to adjusting to parenthood to infant massage. 

We are open to your ideas tool 
Where? Family Ties, Davison's Plaza, #4 -1620 Peninsula Road 
When? Tuesdays from 10:30 am to 12:00 pm 
How? Drop in or call: 

Margaret Morrison, Outreach Counselor @726 -2224 or 
Kelly Drabi4 Public Health Nurse @ 725 -2172 

TOFINO FAMILY TIES 
HEALTHY BABIES PROGRAM 

Family Ties is a program that offers information and support to help you have the 
healthiest baby possible. Weekly drop -in sessions provide topics and guest speakers 
of interest to families. Everything from nutrition to childbirth to adjusting to 
parenthood to infant massage. We are open to your ideas too! 
Where? Coastal Family Place, 265 First Street, Tenn° 
When? Thursdays from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm 
Hen? Drop in or can: 

Laurie Hannah, Outreach Counselor @ 725-2172 Local 
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Central Region leaders to negotiate new IMEA 
By David O3achar 
Ha- Shilth -Sa Reporter 

Leaders from One Central Region Nuu - 
chah -ninth First Nations have started 
negotiations towards a new Interim 
Measures Extension Agreement (IMEA) 
covering the Clayoquot Sound area of 
the west coast of Vancouver Island 
Alter the famous 'war in the wads' 

Mat led to the largest human blockade 
and display of "civil disobedience" in 
BC history, the British Columbia 
government and the Nuu -chah -nulth 
Central Region Tribes commenced 
govemmnt- to- government negotiations 

co-management of Clayoquot Sound 
in 1992. 

After the famous war in the 
woods' that led to the largest 
human blockade and display of 
"civil disobedience" in BC 
history, the British Columbia 
government and the Nuu -chah- 
nulth Central Region Tribes 
commenced government-to- 
government negotiations on co- 
management of Clayoquot Sound 
in 1992. 

As pan of these negotiations, an 
Interim Measures Agreement (IMA) 
was signed in March 1994 The IMA 
created the Clayoquot Sound Central 
Region Board (CRB). This IMA expired 
in March 1996 and has been 
subsequently extended twice (April 
1996 and March 2000) to become the 
Interim Measures Extension Agreement: 
A Bridge to Treaty 28 March 2000 
(IMEA). 
Ahousabt, na- o-qui -aht, Hesquiaht, 
Ucluelet and Toquaht leaden are 

demanding nothing less than what has 
been provided in IMA agreements, 
and will be negotiating with federal and 
provincial negotiators throughout 
November to attain that goal. 
"The IMA has provided peace in the 

region for the past decade, and it's an 
agreement that is worth protecting and 
worth extending," said NTC Central 
Region Colter A- in -chut (Shawn 
Atleo). `First Nations are united in their 
desire to see this landmark agreement 
continued," he said 
Hailed as a precedent setting, landmark 
agreement, the IMA and subsequent 
IMEA's recognizes traditional 
governance and Aboriginal rights in 

First Nations territories, and forms the 

basis for numerous joint venture boards 
and on the west coast. 
"The reason rea 

s 

the IMEA is important to 

Ahousahtis it recognizes our Ha'wiih, 
and that lands and resources are a pan 
their hahoulthee, and shows their 
responsibility through the Central 
Region Board in terms of managing 
those resources," said Ahousaht 
negotiator Anne Atleo. "The reason the 
IMEA is important to the entire region 
is it provided economic development 
funds and training funds. The joint 
venture with Iisaak provided forest 
tenure, and were hoping many 

generations will benefit from our ability 
to manage those not just for 
timber, but for medicinal plants and 
everything else we depend on the 
Musts far," she said. "It's stronger than 
any other agreement between the 
government and First Nations". 
The first 1MA was signed in 1994, with 
extension agreements (IMEA) signed in 

1996 and 2000. The last agreement will 
expire in the spring on 2005, and 

negotiators working to build on past 
successes with the provincial and federal 
governments. 
"The IMEA meant that we had some 

comrol over the activities that happen in 

the Central Region," said Larry Baird. 
former chair of the Central Region 
Board. 

et 
want 

the 
"The 

Sound Measures 
Agreement because it's true Interim 
Measures Agreement. We didn't have to 
hand over any Aboriginal or consultation 
rights, which is a precondition of all their 
other agreements today," he said. 
"The main part of the agreement is that 

it is sets out a government to government 
relationship, and how we will be 
consulted on issues that affect the Central 
Region," said Nelson Keitlah. 
According to Keitlah, the IMEA is 

important as a bridge to treaty because bause it 
sets out how things would be structured 
in the region. The Central Region Board 
was formed so five First Nations and five 

on -First Nations representatives 
together to govern resource issues and 

developments. 
But during the first tripartite negotiation 

session on October 20, the 
governments offered only to change the 
IMEA to a one -year Treaty Related 
Measure (TRM) 
"They *situp water it down, and I'm 
disappointed the provincial government 
has not been honouring some important 
pans of the agreement already," said 
Keitlah. "A TRM is a loan, and the 
governments are pushing this quite 
strongly, which would water it right 
down. If we're going to succeed in 

developing an agreement 
fist,thn the provincial 

allows us 

government is going to have to change 
its attitude in temps of the sharing of 
resources," he said. 

"The IMA has provided peace in 
the region for the past decade, 
and it's an agreement that is 
worth protecting and worth 
extending," said NTC Central 
Region Co-chair A- in -chut 
(Shawn Arlen). "First Nations are 
united in their desire to see this 
landmark agreement continued," 
he said. 

"It is a `spirit of cooperation' document 
that involves First Nations, municipal 
councils and environmental groups," said 

h 
peace in the area 

with environmental because of 
the work we've been doing, but if they 
try and take the IMEA away, we'll make 
the last protests and civil disobedience 
case look like a picnic, and I I think the 

anal groups would be rIght 

eeeide us," he said 
The IMA and IMEA were to serve as a 

bridging mechanism to a treaty and 
protects and balances the interests of 
Central Region First Nations (Hesquiahh 
Ahousbç Tla- o-qui -aht, Ucluelet, 
Toquaht) and the Province while treaty 
negotiations are underway 
The IMEA allows for equal participation 
between the Central Region First Nations 
and provincial appointees in addressing 
land and resources in Clayoquot Sound. 
It is the intent of the agreement to 

conserve resources for Future generations 
by implementing the recommendations 
are Scientific Panel for Sustainable 
Forest Practices in Clayoquot Sound and 

by accepting and recognizing traditional 

ecological knowledge. 
HISTORY: 
In 1994, a his[ two-year Interim 
Measures Agreement (IMA) between 
the provincial government and the five 
First Nations oldie Nutt- chah -nulth 
Central Region, Ahousaht. Hes uiah 
Tla- o-qui -aht, Toquaht and Ucluelet, 
waz signed. The IMA acknowledged 
that the Ha'wiih (Hereditary Chiefs) of 
the First Nations have the responsibility 
to conserve and protect their traditional 
territories and waters for generations 
which will follow. 

Ahousaht, Tla- o-qui -aht, 
Hesgoiaht, Ucluelet and Toquaht 
leaders are demanding nothing 
less than what has been provided 
in past IMA agreements, and will 
be negotiating with federal and 
provincial negotiators 
throughout November to attain 
that goal. 

Consequently, joint management of the 
Nuu-chah-nulth traditional territory's 
lands and resources was granted to the 
five Central Region First Nations until 
the completion of treaty negotiations. 
In °fret° facilitate joint management 
of the traditional tenitories of the 
Central Region Nuu- chah -Nulth until 
the completion of treaty negotiations, 
the Central Region Board (CRB) was 
created. the CRB is a unique board 
with equal aboriginal and non - 
aboriginal membership. In addition to 

bridging treaty, the CRB promotes 
sustainable resource use N Clayoquot 
Sound. 
Interim Measures Extension Agreement 
In 1996, because treaty negotiations 
were still in progress, to an 
the initial IMA was signed. This 
agreement is known as the Interim 
Measures Extension Agreement 
(IMEA). 
In 1997 Ma -Mock Development 

Corporation was established to 

represent the collective economic 
interests of the five Nuu-chah -nulth 
Central Region First Nations. 
In 1998, Ma -Monk Development 

Corporation and MacMillan Blade' 
signed a shareholders agreement 
detailing 

Forest 
their partnership Ina new 

company named lisaak rest 
Resources Ltd. 
On lone 16, 1999, a Memorandum of 

Understanding was signed between 
Iisaak Forest Resources Limited and the 
following environmental groups: 
(Been 'eve Canada, Greenpeace 
International, Natural Resources 
Defense Council, Siena Club of BC, 

and the Western Canada Wilderness 
Committee- The Environment Groups 
committed to: supporting lisaak's 
operations, actively engaging in 

promoting markets for products 
produced by lisaak, and developing 
ongoing mechanisms for sustaining 
cooperation. 
IISAAK: 
lisaak committed to respecting the role 

of First Nations in resource 
management activities, achieving 
certification under the Forest 
Stewardship Council, managing eehmiis 
Cnret. taus", areas emphasizing non- 

timber values, and developing ongoing 
mechanisms for sustaining cooperation. 

In September 1999, a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) was signed by 

lisaak and displaced forest workers of 
the Clayoquot South Community (ne 

'the South End'). This agreement led 
to the establishment of an employment 
protocol wherein lisaak agreed to 

provide opportu ities to local 
not and individuals as much as 

possible, irking into consideration 
performance standards and cost. 
Based on the company's 

will 
First 

requirements lisaak will hire First 
Nations contractors who are owned by 
the Central Region First Nations or 
partnered with a local contractor, 
qualified South End residents with 
special consideration for displaced 
K nary lake employees. and 

qualified persons within the local area. 
Over time, lisaak will expand its 

business to create additional local 
employment opportunities. 
CENTRAL REGION BOARD: 
The Central Region Board (CRB) is a 

First Nations and non -Firs Nations 
members. Of the ten CRB members, 
five are appointees from the Nuu -chah- 
nulth First Nations, and One are 
Provincial appointees, including 
community representatives from 
Tofino, Ucluelet, and the Alberni- 
Clayoquot Regional District. 
The Central Region Board (CRB) was 
formed as a result of the 1993 Interim 
Measures Agreement (IMA) between 
the Provincial Gov and the 

Ha'wiih (Hereditary Chiefs) of the 
Nuu- chah -nulth people. The IMA 
provided for joint management of the 
Nubchah -nuith traditional lands during 
the completion of treaty negotiations. 
The Central Region Board serves as a 

link between first Arlon, 
and 

the 
provincial government and local 
communities. The CRB is responsible 
for reviewing and making 
recommendations on all proposed 
development plans relating to 

Clayoquot Sound. Based on its stated 
objectives pertaining to forests, the 

Board makes recommendations to the 
Ministry of Forests (Malabo to 

accept, modify, or reject any proposed 

plan permit. The Ministry of Forests 

then either approves the proposed plan 
or directs the licensee to make the 
recommended changes. 

"The IMEA meant that we had 
some control over the activities 
that happen in the Central 
Region," said Larry Baird, "We 
didn't have to hand over any 
Aboriginal or consultation 
rights, which is a precondition 
of all their other agreements 
today," he said. 

The CAB's objectives for Clayoquot 
Sound are to promote susminability, 
economic development, and 

diversification of local communities, 
and provide a viable, sustainable forest 

industry. 
Goals are to reduce the 70', 

employment levels within the 

Aboriginal communities, enhance fish 

and wildlife and restore damaged 
streams and forest areas, and ensure the 

maintenance of visual values and 

ecological integrity is given high 

priority in any proposed resource 

extraction or development. 
NegOtiMiOnS will continue through 

November, and negotiators are 

cautiously optimistic a new deal can be 

reached. 
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Harold Touchie Memorial 
By Denise August, 
Ha- Shilth -So Reporter 

Ucluelet - Family and friends of the late 

Harold Touchie gathered in Ucluelet 
October 23 to mark the end of their 

wising period and to celebrate his life 

with singing, dancing and fond 

Family and friends of the late 
Harold Touchie gathered al 

Ucluelet October 23 to mark the 
end of their mourning period and 
to celebrate his life with singing, 
dancing and fond memories. 

Bom November 20, 1947, Touchie 
passed away October 25, 2000 laving 
behind his mother Marion Louie, his 

wife Lon and two daughters. Kan- a -piit, 
Chief Rocky Titian ofAhousaht, co- 

hosted the event. His sister Cecelia 
explained that their late mother Margaret 
was raised with the Touchie family and 
were connected that way. 
The dinner started shortly after 5pm and 
there were so many people at the 
Ucluelet Rec Hall that they ate in shifts; 
fortunately, there was more than enough 
fish and turkey to go around. 
There were people from Ucluelet, 

Abound . Tla- o- qui -aht, Tseshaht, 
Ditidaht, Toquaht, Hesquiaht, 
Hupacasath and Huu -ay -alit. 
The firs order of business following the 
dinner was for the host to acknowledge 
to those families that recently lost loved 

rtes by making an offering to them- A 

Pulth -pi-ta Ceremony was conducted to 
bless the floor with eagle down. Emcee 
Roman Frank explained the ceremony 
marked the end of mourning for the 
family of Harold Touchie. 
"It is to honour the memory of Harold 

Touchie and to help the family in their 
transition from miming to memories 
of happiness." 
Emir and Jimmy Chester of Ditidaht 

led a photograph unveiling ceremony 
that they say comes from the Cowichan 
culture. They explained that their great 
grandmother came from Cowichan to 
Nuu -chah -ninth territory by manage. 
Eugene Toucbie, Ron George and the 
Chester brothers stood before the crowd 
saying they represent family branches 
that resulted from the marriage of that 

Eugene Touchie carried the portrait 
around the room for everyone to view 
after the sacred chant carried out by the 
Chester brothers and members of I larold 
Touchie immediate family. 

The first dance, it was explained comes 
from lion -ay -alit where Rocky Titian's 
paternal great grandfather came from. 
The Yaht -yahm is used for times of 
transition; in this case it signifies the 

release of grief and them toward 
happy moron. and love The dancers 
representing the Titian and Touchie 
families performed in simple whim 
shawls which they gave o the 

person of heir choice m order to spread 
happiness. 
Chief Billy Kedah and his family 

shared their welcome dance then Kano. 
piit presented Ucluelet's TWo I boil*, 
Lawrence Jack with a cedar paddle. 
From there, the floor was officially 
opened for visitors to share celebratory 
dances, make offerings to the host and 
explain their connection to the host 
family 
Teams& Tyre Hi wilth Bert Mack 
followed the Karla family explaining 
that Harold Touchie was his cousin. 'Ile 
will be missed," said Mack, "his mother 
Marion has always shown a deep 

respect for my family and I went to give 
her a substantial amount of money to 

help ease her pain." Ile and his family 
also presented the family with framed 
photograph of himself, Chief Lawrence 
Jack and Touchie that he said was taken 
four years ago and shows how close the 
three men were. 
Jimmy McKay led the singers as 

dancers performed four times before he 
presented gifts to the host. 
Moms Sutherland and his brothers Tim 

and Sam announced that Morris Jr. 
would be hosting a feast on December 
18 at Maht Malls in order to give names 
to family members and he invited 
everyone to amend. Tim sang the &loco 
Ha wiih song before the M1.hr, 
thanked the hosts and gave them money. 
Hugh Broker said lie was sent on behalf olulf 
of his mother, Pauline, who was unable 
to attend. Ile said his mother told him 
how she is related to Marion Louie, the 
host, and sent money to help her out. 
Beatrice Sam introduced her daughter 

saying that she wanted thank the 
daughters of Touchie for their generosity. 
She said Touchie was like a father to her 
daughter at a time when she needed a 

dad. "He treated her like his own," she 
explained, "and Marion also treats her 
well" With that, the family presented 
several gifts for the host family to give 

way. 
Tom Cooky and a delegation from Tla 

o -qui -alit honoured the memory of 
Harold Touchie by describing the 
admirable man that he was, "Harold 
Touchie as wisdom, knowledge, 

The first dance, R was explained comes from Huu- ay -aht where 
Rocky Titian's paternal great grandfather came from. The aht- 
yahta is used for times of transition; in this case it signifies the release 
of grief and the move toward happy memories and lose. The dancers 
representing the Titian and Touchie families performed in simple 
white shawls which they gave away to the person of their choice in 
order to spread happiness. 

Ernie and Jimmy Chester of Ditidaht led a photograph unveiling 
ceremony that they say comes from the Cowichan culture. They 
explained that their great grandmother came from Cowichan to Nun. 
chah-nulth territory by marriage. Eugene Touchie, Ron George and 
the Chester brothers stood before the crowd saying they represent 
family branches that resulted from the marriage of that woman. 

emertme that's what he was," 
explained Corky in a booming voice. "I 
admired that man, we spoke our own 
language with each other and I learned 
from him," he said before giving money 
to the family. 
Titian took the time to acknowledge 

Molly Home for a huge task she took 
on in order to make the party a success. 

Dining one of the planning meeting six 
turkeys were donated. Molly didn't 
hesitate to volunteer to cook all six 

turkeys. She was given cash and a set 
of pots and pans for all her work. 
The celebratory dancing went on until 
the woe hours of the morning before the 
Titian family wrapped things up with 
their Hinkeets dance and giving of gifts. 

Social Development Policy Changes 
Submitted by Nona hurl 'arm 
For Ila- Shilth-Sa 

At the Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal Council 

AGM held September 29th- October 

1st, 2004 a number of Social 
Development Policy Changes were 
passed at the table. 
BACKGROUND: 
Nuu -chah -ninth is very unique in that 
we have our own policy manual. Our 
manual was developed by Nuu -chah- 
mill people for Nuu -chah -nulth people. 
All other British Colombians fall under 
either the Provincial Ministry's policy 
(Milk- if they live OFF reserve). 
Indian or Northern Affairs Canada policy 
INA('- INA('- if they live ON a reserve other 

than Nuu -chah- nulth). Anyone residing 
on a Nuu -chah -nulth reserve is guided by 
our Nuu -chah -ninth Community & 
Human Services Social Assistance Policy 
& Procedure Manual. 
The Nuu -chah -ninth Community & 
Human Services Social Assistance Policy 
& Procedure Manual was adopted by the 

NTC table on January 31st, 2000. The 
manual then underwent revisions which 

were approved May 8th 2003. 
CHANGES IN THE MANUAL: 
We view our manual as a "living" 

document which means we acknowledge 
Nat as our social and economical 

;romans change our policy may 
need to change as well. 
Some changes are gdminienseive that 
cana they arc general in nature and not 

an actual policy change. An example of 
an administrative change is the Child 
Tax Benefits rate changes. Each year in 

July or August when the rates change, 
the manual is updated "in house" at the 
NTC level. An administrative change 
does not need to go the CHS Board or 
the NTC table 
Some changes are policy changes, 

which means they are a principle or 
action to guide decision making. An 
example of a policy change is the 
changing the amount Photos required 
for incentive These types of changes 
are fiat discussed at the CHS Board 

level. The board, often in conjunction 
with related NTC staff, will draft the 
policy. The board will than make a 

motion to recommend the changes to 
the NTC table The NTC table will 
decide if they accept the changes or not. 
If they accept the changes Men the 

anal is updated to reflect the new 
policies. 
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
CHANGES 
There are many definitions in the old 

agreement that were unclear. The recent 
amendments provide clarity. 
Other changes include benefits 

described as "per household" being 
changed to "per family" as over 
crowding has creased situations where 
multiple families are often living in 
shared residences. Minimum hours for 
incentive benefits have been cot in half 
allowing benefits to rise above 
minimum wage, as past policy provided 
wages below minimum wage. 
HOW TO HAVE A VOICE IN 
POLICY DEVELOPMENT - 

If you have any suggestions, ideas or 
feedback on the Nuu- chah -nulth 
Community & Human Services Social 
Assistance Policy & Procedure Manual 
there area number of ways you can 
share your thoughts. You can talk or 
write a letter to your Community and 
Human Services (CHS) Board 
Representative, Chief and Council, 
Social Development Worker or the NTC 
Social Development Coordinator- There 
is also a Policy & Procedure Feedback 
Form in Me policy manual. This form 
is a very useful tool to address specific 
policy conceals, once completed you 
can forward the form to any of the 
resource people noted above. One of 
the goals of having our own policy 
manual is to provide a tool that will 

in the process of moving away 
the dependency of social 

to the more empowering 
.tion of social development. 
Remember the manual is designed to 
meet the needs of the community, so it 
is important the policy makers and 
leaders hear from you 
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Nuu- chah -nulth War Vets Remembered 
By Earl George 
originally published in Ha- Shilth-Sa 
on August 20th, 1987 

I would like this article to do justice 
and recognition to the war veterans of 
the first and second world wars. This 
is to enlighten to all the readers 
receiving the Ha- Shilth -Sa edition. 
Fist 1 must thank the United Native 
Nations, Ron George, president and 
Don Smith, vice- president and 
membership. On July 16, 1987 the 
United Native Nations held a Native 
war veterans ceremony at Prince 
George College, eleventh annual 
general assembly, honoring the 
forgotten soldiers whom died fighting 
in Holland, France, Belgium, Italy, and 
all of Europa Also the ones Mat died 
here at home or enroule home from 
war wounds. 

1 can't help but feel the impression of 
this ceremony. The colour flag and 
parade, the welcome of the attending 
honoured guests. The sound of the last 
post. On behalf of NTC attending was 
Frank Geese Williams, wounded in 
Europe, Phillip Louie, and myself. 
Although we honoured all the Native 

a 

veterans. We paid special tribute 
to the late Tim Paul, Null Hamilton, 
John Jacobson, Angus Campbell, 
Edward Clutesi, and Frank Charlie. 
There are other forgotten soldiers. I 

am mentioning some names as there 
ate soldiers in the West Coast 
Vancouver Island, I have missed due to 

lack of information. 
There were approximately 6,000 

Naive soldiers in the 2nd World War. 

Approximately 3,000 arc buried in the 
cemeteries in Europe. The same round 

figuras apply to the lot World War. 

Natives and Matis sm.; action in all 

operations involving Canadien troops 

in the 2nd World Was - Hong Kong 
Dec. 1941: Diegge Aug. 1942. Sicily 
July, Aug 1943. Italy Sept, 43 - Feb. 
45 and N.W. Europe June 44 - 45. 

Infantry battalions that attracted 
substantial numbers of native recruits 
were Princess Patricia's Canadian 
Light Infantry, the Calgary 
Highlanders, the Edmonton Regiment, 
the South Saskatchewan Regiment, the 

Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment 
and the Royal Hamilton Light Infantry 
and in 1940 the Regina Rifla and the 

Royal Winnipeg Rifles. 
These are but a few that I can 
remember. "Lest we forget' was the 

theme, honouring all the native war 
veterans from B.C. I must commend 
the native veterans from Fort St 
James, Old buddies, Ray Prince 
Comrade in awns, Andy George, as 1 

did not know all the native war 
te ending. There were - 

approximately 40 that marched in the 
parade Sergeant at Arms Andy 
George, Flag Bearer Russ Modesto, 
and Rita George and the Prince George 
Chapter of the Canadian Legion 
members. It is very hard to describe 
the wanness and the feeling of the 
reunion of the attendance. 
Brave men that sacrificed their lives, 

for the cause of freedom. Out of this 
reunion was formed for the first time 
in 40 odd years, the B.C. chapter of 
the native war veterans association, to 

be formed as a recognized body of the 
native war veterans of B.C. 
Because we all vary in thought and 
mind., will air my sincere feeling, 
listening to many people Quote Ron 

A. George reasoning "Why the 

Halloween hijinx 

Children from Tataneeis Daycare visited ['salaam uus 
Halloween warm -up event, 

denim in a 

Lau comma nom of Me Unchain Tribe 
gays her Ina pro tM Seaatl Wptd Wet, 

Honouring of Native War Veterans"' 
Premier under /all", cognition of the 
native who helped to liberate his 
country. The premiers opening address - 
First Ministers Conference. Ron A. 
George's uncle took part in the liberation 
of Holland, as did other B.C. native 
soldiers, and many are buried in Holland. 
Ron A. George had a message from these 

e 

ear veterans to return the favour in 

kind. 
These are the many issues that we would 

like the Canadian public and the 
governments of federal and pmvincial to 
recognize. that we are being shortchanged 
for the service to Canada as a whole. The 
newly formed chapter of Native War 

Veterans Association B.C. has proposed 
that it will continue the building of a boner 
place in B.C. society for all native people 
and fight for aboriginal rights. When I say 
Me term "short changed" many aloha 
veterans, quote Frank Guisser Williams. 
discrimination treatment, was told to get 

t of the pub in upon arrival. 
Most received a small grant for 
rehabilitation, $23,000, few received a 
small parcel of land, on reserve. In other 

words 2" class citizen. They were 
allowed to vote in the federal election, 
which had no real value. The average 
native veteran was denied in most gran 
Mat was provided for the white veteran 
Ray Morgan, Kinsmen. received 5600 and 
had to pay that hack in order to acquire a 

loan to buy a house. Consequently being 
short- changed for direct grant. and did not 
receive a rehabilitation grant 
I must continue to emphasize important 
events in history. There some true 
happenings at every native child going to 

school should know. In order to keep in 

mind the struggle for freedom from 
oppression, bondage by separate laws, to 
learn and understand where we stand in 

Canadian society. Learn that the 
constitution is -O a et of "laws" which 
people agree to live by in forming a 

"Nation" and a goy 
The rights of citizens- at the time of 1940 

we were wards of the government in other 
words we could not speak for ourselves. 
In 1949 we were accepted into the 
Canadian society and privileged to vote in 

the federal elections. 
The Royal Proclamation came in 1763 

with terms on aboriginal title only to be 
extinguished by our consent. Title would 
only be surrendered through a fair and 
open process. Once title was surrendered 
(ceded), the punks agreed their obligations 
would find them forever. In a treaty, the 

obligations arc the promises made. 
It is important to know aboriginal nations 

controlled their traditional tanneries. and 
men fied greatly to make Canada a nation. 

(below) Children came out in droves for Tseshaht o annual 
Hallowwen festivities at Maht Niche, 
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Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) 

Workshop - November 8th and 9th 

A FASD Workshop will be held November 8th and November 9th in 

Port Alberni at the MIMI blahs. Beginning 8:30 a.m. both days. 
Tentative Agenda 

Day I: November eh, 2004 
8:15 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. 
8:30 a.m. to MOO a.m. 
9:110 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 

0_311 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
I:00 a.m. to noon 
2:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
00 p.m. to 3:15 p.m. 
15p.m.m4:30p.m. 

Day 2 November 9th, 2004 
8:II0 a.m. to g:15 a.m. 

a:15 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. 
8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 
I0:30a.m.to12:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. tol:00 pm. 

1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

Refreshments & Registration 
Welcome & Introductions 
Guest Speaker, Dr Rabin A La Due 
Refreshment Break 
Dr. Robin A. La Due 

LUNCH -BREAK 
Dr. Robin A. La Due 
Refreshment Break 
Dialogue, questions, evaluation, closing 

Refreshments & Registration 
Welcome &Introductions, Jack Cook, AHREA, 
FASD Community updates. Roo Jorgenson 
Refreshment Break 
FASD Community Asset Mapping Projects 
LUNCH BREAK 
Dialogue, questions, evaluation, closing 

If you are interested in signing up to attend please call Jack Cook or 
Jackie Watts at 724 -5757 or toll for 1- 888 -407 -4888. 

MISSING PERSON 
Age: 21 

Height: 5'4" 
Weight: 115 lbs. 

Long dark hair, brown eyes. 

She was wearing a 

black skirl, black top. 
high black boots. 
Salina hooped necklace. 

Tattoo of a band of flowers 
with a heart in the middle on 
her right arm. 

Last seen in the Jingle Pot 
area June 17, 2002. 

Lisa Marie Young 
The TLA- O- QUI -AHT Band 

is offering a CASH REWARD 
OF $11,500 

for information leading to the location of 
LISA MARIE YOUNG 

If anyone has seen Lisa or has information as to her possible whereabouts please 
call RCMP in Nanaimo (250) 754 -2345 or any RCMP Detachment. 

Moses Martin at (250) 725.2705 or Carol Martin (250) 725 -3389 

Stanley Lucas won the apron on the Hearts e Work draw. Stanley said 
he'd out down on all junk food to improve his health, exercise, play 
basketball & swim to improve the health of his family. To teach the 

community our traditional medicines and survive off the land as 
improving the health of his community. 

hearts t work 
Hiisteaak Shilth -iis Teech -Maa 

(Coming from the Heart) 
Are you at risk for Heart Disease? 

Risk Factors 
Age 
Gender 
Family History 
High Blood Pressure 
High Blood Cholesterol 
Diabetes 
Obesity and Overweight 
Smoking 
Physical Inactivity 
Stress 

Would you like to know if you are at risk? 
Want to get tested? 

Call your local Nuu-chah -ninth Community Health Nurse. 

HAVE YOU USED THE BC HEALTHGUIDE 
HANDBOOK AND THE BC FIRST NATIONS 

HEALTH HANDBOOK? 
If so, are you interested in participating in a focus group, 

to do an evaluation of these two handbooks? 
Lunch will be provided. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO REGISTER, 
PLEASE CALL MATILDA WATTS AT 724 -5757 
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Klecko 
°ether Joseph & Con Charleson 
mould like to extend their 
appreciation to all the 

individuals & families who helped & 

supported them during Me loss of their 
newborn daughter, Rayon. Megan 
Blbiaime Joseph-Charleson. Special 
thank to Rayanne sisters & 
brothers who were there for her from 
the time she was bom to the day she 
departed (Connie, Anita, lawn. Joy, 
Lila, Nicole, Tracey, Henry, Michelle, 
Francine, and Daniel). The family 
would also like to thank the 
hawing individuals & families: 

Thank you to Doreen Charleson, 
Sandra Lambert, Con Charleson, and - 

Anita Charleson for being There when 
Heather was in labour. 
Thank you to Tamara (Ranpeono) for 
the beautiful birthing song you shared 
with Heather during labour 
Thank you Dad for being there when 
she was bom and for holding her hand 
while she was in the hospital. 
Thank you to the family members 
who were there when our precious 
Rayanne was bom and throughout the 
challenges she faced at the Vancouver 
Children's Hospital. 
Thank you to Debmrah Sanger BC 
Women's Hospital PHSA Aboriginal 
Program Coordinator, Sharon (love. 
BC Children's Hospital Social 
Worker the BC Children's Hospital 
Clergy, Dr. Etches, and the BC 
Children's Hospital Doctors and 
nurses for doing what you could to 
assist the fatally with being 
comfortable while in the hospital and 
taking care of Rayon.. 
Thank you to the Easter Seals for your 
understanding and for providing Dad 
& Heather with a comfortable place to 
stay. 
Big thank you to Moy Sutherland for 
coming to support our family, without 
hesitation, and for the cleansing 

emony. 
Grandma I !mild.: Gus, Aunty Cori, 
sister Tracey & Donny Bob for taking 
care of Henry, Michelle, Francine & 

Daniel while Mom & Dad were with 
Baby in the hospital.. 
Thank you to Rita for helping Heather 
with keeping the house in cleanly 
order while she was pregnant & 
during her time of loss. 
Thank you to the Howard family 
members, who came to the hospital at 

the time of our loss. 
Many thank your to Richard Lucas 
who helped the family by taking care 
of the funeral arrangements. 
Grandpa & Grandma (Pat & Mamie 

Charleson) for being there from the 
time she was bom & for helping with 
the service & meal 
Than& you to the Tseshaht First 
Nation for allowing our precious 
Rayarme to be buried near her late 
Grandfather Daniel Gus. 
Thank you to Stanley Sam & Francis 
Amos for conducting the Mammy 
(sending home) ceremony. 
Thank you to Neil Thomas & his crew 
for preparing the burial site such a 

short notice. 
Thank you to the Hupacasath First 
Nation for the financial contribution 
and generosity for the use of the hall. 
Thank you to the l lesquiaht Band for 
helping our father financially and 
making it possible for him to stay with 
!imam at Vancouver. Thank also 
for cooing the cost for Iranspo iog her 
body hack home and paying for the 
casket. 
Thank you to Tyson Touchie & 
family for your support and your 
financial contribution. It is very much 
appreciated. 
Thank you to Aunty Marge Robinson, 
cousin Bonnie Charleson, Grandma 
Mamie, Aunty Colleen, Betty Tatoosh, 
and Jason Edgar for preparing the 
meal. 
Thank you to Gene & Maggie 
Sutherland & family, & Bertha Gus 
and family for providing fissile the 
family 
Thank you to David Dick for the gifts 
and to his daughter Brian na for the 
caring poem. 
Thank you to the Creator for blessing 
our family with Rayanne's precious 
spirit and the time that we shared with 
her. She left a message for each of us 
that we will not forget. Roxanne filled 
each of our bodies. minds & spirits 
with love and appreciation. 
Thank you to 

Heather 
Brian Tate being 

for Heather & her children when they 
needed a ride home from the Potlatch. 
Your support was tremendous. 
Thank you to all who cement to 
moron the family. If I missed 

anybody it is not intentional. 
On behalf of my family I would like to 
thank Heather for giving all of 
Rayanne's sisters, brothers, nieces, 
nephews, aunts, uncles, and 
grandparents, the opportunity to meet 
our pr precious Rayanne. Without your 
love for her, we would not have had the 
chance to meet her beautiful spirit. 
Thank you for bringing her into our 
lives. We love her & miss her dearly. 
She will be remembered. 
Love your daughter Anita Charleson. 

Thank 
Kakawis Family Development Centre, a 
First Nations Family Alcohol and Drug 
Treatment Centre located on Meares 
Island has received many donations over 
the years. Tho has helped to make life 
easier for us and give more to the 
families that attend our Centre. It is at 
this time we would like to appreciate 
and thank all the people and 
organizations who have donated time, 
money, food and other usable ìlema for 
our clients for the 2004 year. 

The Board of Directors -Time and 
Expertise 
OMs. of Mary Immaculate- Our 
Centre and the Future 
Frank August Fish for Clients and 

our 301h Anniversary Celebration 

Louie Frank - Fish for our 30th 
Anniversary Celebration 

Murray John Sr. -Fish for our 301h 
Anniversary Celebration 
Wilfred Andrew Sn. Cedar Mask, 
Paddles, Leather Bag for raffle 
Alfred Andrew - Paddles for raffle 
Margaret Andrew -Cedar Basket and 
Cedar Roses for raffle 
St. Aden's on the Hill for donations of 
clothing, books, toys 

You 
Ocean Village - Sheets, Blankets, Bed 
Spreads and Pillows 
Rosalind. Williams -Gift Certificates 
Chris Taylor and Sharon Whalen for 

donation of Flowers for our 30111 

Anniversary Celebration 
Cozy who helped with the unloading 
of donated items at Method Marine 
Cindy Gagnon - huge donation of 
daycare hems for our daycare 
Katie Devlin In Uoluelet garage sale 
donation 
Maureen Pietryzkowski - donation of 
stuffed animals 
Jeannette miner in Ukee donation 
of clothing 
Lady III Uoluelet 
Woman at store the secondhand Cargo re 
in t elude, - donation of Stroller. 
Swing 
Lynn Getter in Nanaimo - donation of 
clothing, dolls and toys 
Florence Michael - donation of can 

bowl for raffle 

Any one else we may have missed it was 

s sot intentional, but thank you kindly for 
donation your generous 

We greatly appreciate all your help and 
support. Rime. Klee,. 

Two brothers from the Mowachaht)Muchalaht Nation rb 
are looking for a permanent family. Curtis is fifteen, 

and likes riding his bike, kayaking, listening to music CounaS 
and reading. He is friendly and outgoing and has a good sense of 

humour. Chad is eight years old and is a delightful boy who enjoys 
skiing, skateboarding, bicycling and swimming. If you are interested 
in knowing more about these boys please contact Darlene Moen at 

250 -724 -3232 or Kathryn Grant at 250 741 -5713. 
(false names have been used) 

N.T.C. Nursing Updates/Schedules: dates /Schedules: 
SENTRALRFGION 

Mary McKeogh - Hot Springs Cove every Tuesday, otherwise at the Uoluelet 
Health Clinic. Chris Carley - Tla-o- qui -ahi plus one day per week focus on Sex 

Education and Prevention of Sexually Transmitted Diseases for all Nuu- chah -oulth 
communities. Beth Flynn is currently filling in for the Ahousaht nursing services. 

SOUTHERN REGION: 
Penny Cowan is moving into a new office/extension at the Bread *CLAN. This will 
provide more nursing space for more nursing activities at the Bread of Life. Penny 

is at the Bread of Life on Monday and Wednesday mornings. Peony is at 

Hupac sash Tuesdays. *noel Muller Home Cart Nurse for the Southern Region 
and Community Nurse for Uchucklesaht will be making community visits as needed 

former and service. Jody Vm to provide sere 
T shahs and 

assessment 
(Thursdays). Ile Thomsen continues to provide services 

Ill Ditidaht and Knee -Was. 

Ina Snitcher - First Nation Advocate Nurse- Hours: ' Warn - 3:30pm (a) West Coast 
General Hospital. Phone: 723 -2135 ext. 1109 

NORTHERN REGION: 
Northern Region : Moira Havelka- is providing nursing services in the community 
of Tsaxaw every Tuesday and Thursday, otherwise she can be reached at the Gold 

River Clinic. This is subject to change according to meetings, workshops etc. 

WRHCOÚVCR EELAHMS C3'] CRIEM_ 
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Collusion, Collapse or Co- operation 
It has been during the past thirty five 
years that I have been witness to the 

trials tabulations and the progress of 
the Nuu chah vulth There has been 

great progress of a united political body 
with an attempt to regain our former 
autonomy. How we have generally 
failed to include and retain, the 

knowledge, wisdom and cultural 
achtegs" of our 

r 

own ancestors who 
have predeceased us. Yes! 1 am aware 
that there are those amongst us that 
claim to have been educated by their 
elders while they instead were away 
from their s. Plus we have 
those that accept as' gospel, that written 
word of persons coming frame foreign 
do iv society (whites). The regret 
here is that the written word too often 
suppresses factual oral history, and we 
then indulge Pr spreading and 

One f the Nuu- chah -eulth success' has 

been the publication of OUR OWN 
newspaper (the Ile Shilth sa), which had 
historically been ae avenue of 
promoting the various events of the 
Nuu- chah -nulth . At one time the Ha 

Shilth sa was forbidden to take* biased 
Noo. chah -nulth political position or to 
infringe on the sanctity of our heritage 
and culture. It is imports a that 
the judicial system of the dominant 
society has accepted in their courts that 
the oral history of the aboriginal 'rook 
are paramount prior to a decision. 
With the success of our political 
ambitions there have also been, 
"Recommendations and Motion ". that 
the Nuu -ehah -ninth Tribal Council 

:tic 

as 
elected politicians 

,We'd sash a move as en effort to 
undermine political ambitions Bowing 
form the grass roots. One elected 
person went so far as to make an 

n that it was an attempt to 
form m a. . -child level of government ". 
Perhaps there is personal good (mum 
to have "learned so much, from people 
such as, Sam & Nellie Williams, 
Charlie Jones SR., An Peters, Cecil & 

Jessie Mack. Shorty Frank, George & 
Margaret Clutesi. Jacob Gallic, Adam 
Shewish, John Jacobson, Sam Johnson, 
Willie harry. to name but a few wise 
individuals. All of the above believed 
in a very basic principle and that was, 

"be honest and humble'. Perhaps a 

guide may have been "they were a 

singing 
reflection rpa ion on our was that past persons rsuns 
that had to navel or attend meetings 
seldom sought financial benefit while 

working for their people Now we are 

practically unable to work for "our 
people, without dependency on 

financial resources from outside sources, 
usually intended forme community and 
Me membership. Sometimes as a result 
of a lack of financial restraints some 
First Nations are burdened with the 

"edifice 
of programs to meet the 

administative deficit'. 
Unless we collectively open and clear 

means our of communication. maybe 
stuck in dire straight of having to 

accept arbitrary decisions of one or 
individuals. Historically each of our wo 
First Nations had an autonomous 
government that had "groomed 
individuals" performing for the 

betterment of the community and its 
membership. If there was any attempt at 
a "dictatorship" or "Umah skin hap", it 

was resolved internally with their own 
government. Now one believe ring 
our "dray laundry" in public, in an effort 
to fuel an insatiable arrogance/ego. It 

was such a delight to have lived in our 
communities prior to the 1950's. maybe 

we did have the distractions of the many 
modem conveniences, but the benefit 
was, that we knew and visited each 
When This resulted in clear lines of 
communication and helping each other. 
At the present time we are driven by an 
ideology that the various levels of the 
hummers., is our guide into Me 

future. We have accepted assimilation 
by the dependency primarily on an 

education system flowing from a 

dominant society that does little to 

promote the retention of our historical 
values. Unless we make immediate 
change with our present system we will 
be responsible for the collapse of our 
language and of our culture. However, I 

sincerely believe that P is not too late to 

traditional values, but it will retain 
involve setting aside our arrogance and 
differences and adapt the "modem 
technology" to identify and enhance the 
strengths (wisdom) of our past. 
We have become combatants as a result 
of each of our claims to "traditional 

eu", driven by the request of 
foreign governments. This division is 

Are you or a family member a patient 
in the hospital? 

If you would like to see one of m remember you have to ask for us and 
we can assist you with the following: 

Assist with discharge planning 
Work with our community for clear communication and ease of discharge 
tic an advocate on your behalf 
Explain health care issues 
Provide support to you and your family during your hospital stay 
Aces N.I H.B. as needed 
Available Monday -Friday lam - 3:30pm 

Pori Alberni, BC Vancouver, BC 
Ina Seitcher, First Nation David Clellamin 

Advocate Nurse First Nation Advocate 
Ph: 723 -2135 en! 1109 Ph: (604) 875 -3440 
Campbell River, BC Nanatmo BC 

Sandy Miller, Santana Rose 
Aboriginal Liaison Nurse Aboriginal Liaison Nurse 

Ph: (250) 286-7050 1 -250 753-6578 
Voicemai1: 830 -8865 pager # 716 4001 

Victoria, BC Port Hardy BC 
Cora lacks, Beth Scow 

Aboriginal Liaison Nurse Aboriginal Liaison Nurse 
Ph: (250) 370 -8847 1- 250 440 3440 

Pager: 413-6124 celle 231111335 

I had my mammogram, have you? 
By Gillian Tramper, 
Alberar Qualicum MLA 

This year alone 21,200 women will 
develop breast cancer and 5,200 will die 

from it 

The Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation 
reports that although mortality rates 

to decline, brst s the sá 
diagnosed cancer in 

Canadian women and the second most 
deadly. Currently less than 50 per æn1 
of all eligible women 40 years of ago 

and over go fora free annual screening 
mammogram. 
Finding breast cancer early saves lives. 
Every one of as can be vigilant against 
this disease by simply noticing any 
changes in our bodies, performing 
monthly bloom self -ex and having a 

mammogram every year the age of 
40. 
This past week in Port Alberni we had 
the opportunity to visit the Telue Tour 
for the Cure. The province -wok exhibit 
is dedicated to educating ting British 
Columbian about breast cancer 
detection, treatment and ways to help us 

create a future without breast career. 

At this event, I was moved listening to 

Rhonda Koch talk about her personal 
journey with breast cancer. She was 
first diagnosed 11 years ago and credits 
early detection with saving her life. This 
event was the first time she spoke 
publicly and I admire her for coming 
forward to share her story. 
A mammogram is a safe, low -dose 

x 

-ray 
picture of the breast that can detect 
cancerous lumps so small they cannot be 
felt by breast self -examination. OJeall, 
mammography is the best breast cancers 
screening tool available today; it 

detect tumours at an early siege, when 
they are small and most responsive to 

Arranging fora mammogram is as 
simple as a telephone call- Women in 
the Alberni Valley have two facilities 
where they can receive mammograms, 
West Coast Hospital and Nanaimo. 
If 70% of women in British Columbia 
40 years (doge and older went fora free 
annual mammogram, we would reduce 
breast cancer deaths by one third. I 

encourage all women to be diligent and 
take the time to get your mammogram 
done. 

calculated effort by others to divide tens 

and it is succeeding. In the past we as 
First Nations had a great respect for each 
others "miss muh" and the resources 
without the imposition of other 
governments whims. There was a 

profound knowledge to prevent any 
overlap, through the knowledge 
transported over the centuries. Perhaps 
the present problem originated with the 
meablishme t of reserves and traplines 
which were imposed by other 
Levermnww 

Let us never forget that we were 
opposed to decisions that were 
arbitrarily imposed upon us. where we 
formerly held a respectful curry Iioo 
thong our First Nations we must refrain 

from GREED as practised by other user 

groups. Instead let rrs restore our 
traditional values through coopemtlon 
and with unity- Should we be able to 
accept the responsibility of positive 
change we can improve our bargaining 
position with other governments. Let 
us work together against and 
collapse but instead seek success with 
cooperation among all of our First 
Nations. 
Remember, Culture unites and Politics 
divides, and we need a vehicle to 

promote, family unity, community 
unity, and Tribal unity. 
Thank you for the space! 
Faithfully, 
Mints wiss sun up. 

Hugh A Wafts, white mans name. 

Tii"cPaqk (Mental Health) 
Louise Tktoosh, Teechuktl (Mental 

Health) Supervisor 
5001 Mission Road, P.O. Box 1280 

Port Alberni, BC V9Y 7M2 
Telephone: 250-720-2152 
Toll Free: 1- 888 -407 -4888 

Fax: 250- 723 -0463 
Confidential Fax: 250- 724 -6678 

E -mail: ltatoosh @nuuchahnulth.org 
J'net August, S. R. Huupitstulth 

(Prevention) Worker 
5001 Mission Road, P.O. Box 1280 

Pon Albemi, BC V9Y 7M2 
Telephone: 250 -720 -2152 
Toll Free: 1- 888 -407 -4888 

Cellular: 25ff 72ff 1325 
Fax: 250- 723 -0463 

Confidential Fax: 250 -724 -6678 
E -mail: jaugust @nuuchahnulth.org 

Andrew Kerr, N. Reg. Huupiistalth 
(Prevention) Worker 

NTC Northern Region Office 
100 Ouwatin Road, Tsaxana, BC 

P.O. Box 428 
Gold River, BC VOP 

Telephone: 250 -724 -5757 
Toll Flee: 1 -888 -407 -4888 

Cellular: 250- 720.1325 
Fax: 250- 723 -0463 

email andtkemmmuchahnuhh erg 
Kim Rai 

Central Reg. Huupiistulth 
(Prevention) Worker 

151 First Street: P.O. Box 278 
Torino. BC VOR 2ZO... 

Contact Numbers 
... Telephone: 250- 725 -3367 
Toll Free: 1- 866-901 -3367 

Cellular: 250 -726 -5370 
Fax: 250- 725 -21588 

E -mail: kitmai(a,Amuchahnul[h.org 
Anita Charleson 

West Coast First Nations -Counsellor 
151 First Street, P.O. Box 278 

Torino. BC VOR 270 
Telephone: 250 -725 -4470 
Toll Free: 1.866 -901 -3367 

Cellular: 250. 726 -5422 
Fax: 250- 725 -21588 

E -mail: acharlesou(dnuuchahaulth.org 
Stan Matthew 

West Coast First Nalioli Counsellor 
(Casual) 

151 First Street, P.O. Box 278 
Tofu.. BC VOR 2Z0 

Telephone: 250- 725 -4470 
Toll Free: 1- 866 -901 -3367 

Cellular. 250-726 -5422 
Fax: 250- 725 -21588 

Bella Joe, NIHB Clerk 
Non -Insured Health Benefits for 
Psychological Counselling and 

Substance Abuse Treatment 
5001 Mission Road 

PO. Box 1280 
Pon Alberni, BC V9Y 7M2 

Telephone: 250 -720 -2152 
Toll Free: 1- 888407 -4888 

Fax: 250- 723 -0463 
Confidential Fax: 250- 724-6678 
E -mail: hellala-nosohehnulih erg 
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Heart Disease: Are you at risk? 
Submitted by Lynne West 
for Ha- Shilth-Sa 

Risk factors are divided into two 
categories: major and contributing. 
Major risk factors arc those mat have 
been proven to increase your risk of 
bean disease. Contributing risk factors 
are those that doctors think can lead to 
an eased risk of heart disease, but 
their exact role has not been defeat. 
The more risk factors you have, the 

more likely you are to develop heart 
disease. Some risk factors can be 
changed, heated, or modified, and some 
cannot But by controlling as many risk 
factors as possible, through lifestyle 
changes, medicines, or both, you can 
reduce your risk of heart disease. 
Major Risk Factors 
High Blood Pressure (Hypertension). 

High blood pressure increases your risk 
of heart disease, heart snack, and 
smoke. Though other risk factors can 
lead to high blood pressure, you can 
have it without having other risk 
factors. If you are obese, you smoke, or 
you have high blood cholesterol levels 
along with high blood pressure, your 
risk of heart disease or stroke greatly 

Blood pressure can vary with activity 
and with age, but a healthy adult who is 

resting Mould have a systolic pressure 
below 120 and a diastolic pressure 
below 80. 
High Blood Cholesterol. 
One of the major risk factors for heart 
disease is high blood cholesterol. 
Cholesterol, a fat -like substance carried 
in your blood, is found in all of your 
body's cells. Your liver produces all of 
the cholesterol your body needs to form 
con membranes and to make certain 
hormones. Extra cholesterol enters your 
body when you eat foods that come 
from animals (meats, eggs, and dairy 
products). 
Although we often blame the 
cholesterol found in foods that we eat 
for raising blood cholesterol, the main 
culprit is the saturated fat in food. (Ile 
sure to read nutrition labels carefully, 
because coca though a food does not 
contain cholesterol it may still have 
large amounts of saturated far.) Foods 
rich in 'award fat include butter fat 

milk products, fat from red meat, and 
tropical oils such as coconut oil. 
Too much low -density lipoprotein 

(LDL or had cholesterol") in the blood 
causes plaque to form on artery walls, 
which starts a disease process called 
atherosclerosis. When plaque builds up 

in the coronary arteries that supply 
blood to the heart, you are at greater 
risk of having a heart attack. 
Diabetes. 
limn problems arc the leading cause of 

death among people with diabetes, 
especially in the case of adult -upset or 

Type II diabetes (also known as non- 
insulin-dependent diabetes). Certain 
racial and ethnic groups (African 
Americans, Hisp.iics, Asian and 
Pacific Islanders, and Native 
Americans) have greater risk of 

developing diabetes. The American 
Heart Association estimates that 65% of 
patients with diabetes die of some form 
of cardiovascular disease. If you know 
that you have diabetes, you should 
already be under a doctor's care, 
because good control of blood sugar 
levels can reduce your risk. If you think 
you may have diabetes but arc not sure, 
see your doctor for tests. 
Obesity and Overweight 
Extra weight is thought to lead to 

increased total cholesterol levels, high 
blood pressure, and an increased risk of 
coronary artery disease. Obesity 

s your chances of developing 
other risk factors for heart disease, 
especially high blood pressure, high 
blood cholesterol, and diabetes 

The more risk factors you have, 
the more likely you are to 
develop heart disease. Some risk 
factors can be changed, treated, 
or modified, and some cannot. 
But by controlling as many risk 
factors as possible, through 
lifestyle changes, medicines, or 
both, you can reduce your risk of 
heart disease. 

Many doctors now measure obesity In 

terms of body mass index (HMI), which 
is a formula of kilograms divided by 
height in meters squared (BMI -W 
[kalif Ito -all. According to the National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 
(NHLBI), being overweight is defined as 

having a BMI over 25. Those with a 
umber over 30 are considered obese. 

You can find out your BMI by using the 
calculator below. Then, take that value 
and find your body composition in the 
table below the calculator. 
Body Mass Index 
Body mass index (BMI) is a formula to 

:Loess your body weight in relation to 

your height. This formula gives a 

measure of your body composition and 
has been shown to be an effective 
predictor of body fat To calculate your 
BMI, enter your height and weight 
below. 
Body Composition - Body Mass Index 
(BMI) 
Underweight- Less than 18.5 

Norval - 18.5 -24.9 
Overweight - 25.0 - 29.9 
Obese - Greater than 30.0 
Smoking. 
Most people know that cigarette and 

tobacco smoking increase your risk of 
lung cancer, but few realize that it also 
greatly increases your risk of heart 
disease and peripheral vascular disease 
(disease in the vessels that supply blood 
to the arms and legs). According to the 
American Heart Association, more than 
400,000 Americans die each year of 
smoking- relatal illnesses. Many of these 
deaths are because of the effects of 
smoking on the heart and blood vessels. 
Research has shown that smoking 
increases head rate, tightens major 

and can create irregularities in 

the timing of heartbeats, all of which 
make your heart work harder. Smoking 

also raises blood 
pressure, which 
increases the risk of 
stroke in people who 
already have high blood 
pressure. Although 
nicotine is the main 
active agent in cigarette 
smoke, other chemicals 
and compounds like tar 
and carbon monoxide 
arc also harmful to your 
heart in many ways. 
These chemicals lead to 
the buildup of fatty 
plaque in the arteries, 
possibly by injuring the 
vessel walls. And they 
also affect cholesterol 
and levels of fibrinogen, 
which is blood -cloning 
material. This inceases 
the risk of a blood clot 
that can lend to a heart 

attack 
Physical Inactivity. 
People who are of active have a 

greater risk of heart attack than do 
people who exercise regularly. Exercise 
buns calories, helps to control 
cholesterol levels and diabetes, and may 
lower blood pressure. Exercise also 
strengthens the heart muscle and makes 
the arteries more Flexible. Those who 
actively bum 500 to 3500 calories per 
week, either at work or through 
exercise, can expect to live longer than 
people who do not exercise. Even 

od moderate- exercise is helpful if 
done regularly. 
Gender. 
Overall, men have a higher risk of heart 
pack than women. But the difference 

narrows after women reach menopause. 
After the age of 65, the risk of bean 
disease 

s 

is about the same between the 
sexes when other risk factors are similar. 
Heredity. 
Heart disease tends to mn in families. 

For example, if your parents or siblings 
had a heart or circulatory problem 
before age 55, then you are at greater 
risk for heart disease than someone who 

does of have that family history. Risk 
factors (including high blood pressure, 
diabetes, and obesity) may also be 
passed from one generation to another. 
Also, researchers have found that some e 
forms ofcadioomcuba, diluents are 
more common among 
ethnic groups. For example, studied have 
shown that African Americans have 
more severe high blood pressure and a 

greater risk of heart disease than whites. 
The hulk of cardiovascular research for 

minorities has focused on African 
Americans and Hispanics, with the 
while population used as a comparison. 
Risk factors for cardiovascular disease 
in other minority groups are still being 
studied. 

Older age is a risk factor for heart 

disease. In fact, about 4 of every 5 

deaths due to hart disease occur in 

people older than 65. 

As we age, our hearts tend to not work 

as well. The heart's walls may thicken, 
arteries may stiffen and harden and the 
heart is less able to pump blood to the 
muscles of the body. Because of these 
changes, the risk of developing 
cardiovascular disease increases with 
age. &mouse Adair sex hormones, 
women are usually protected from heart 
disease until menopause, and then their 
risk increases. Women 65 and older 
have about the same risk of 
cardiovascular disease as men of the 

age. 

s Contributing Risk Factors 

Stress is considered a contributing risk 
factor or heart disease because hole is 

known about ifs effects. The effects of 
emotional stress behavior habits, and 

on the risk of 
heart disc and heart attack have not 

been proven. That is because we all deal 

with stress differently: how much and in 

what way stress affects us can vary from 
person to person. 
Researchers have identified several 

reasons wily stress may affect the heart. 

Stressful situations raise your Kean rate 
and blood pressure, increasing the your 
heart's need for oxygen. This need for 

oxygen can bring on angina pectoris, or 

chest pain, in people who already have 

During limn of stress, nervous 
system releases extra hormones (most 
often adrenaline). These hormones raise 
blood pressure, which can injure the 

lining of the arteries. When the arteries 
heal, the walls may harden or thicken, 
making is easier for plaque to build up. 

Stress also increases the amount of 
blood clotting factors that circulate in 

your blood, and makes it more likely 

that a clot will form. Clots may then 

block an artery narrowed by plaque and 

cause a bean attack. 
Stress may also contribute to other risk 

factors. For example, people who are 

stressed may overeat for comfort, star 
smoking, or smoke more than they 

would 
Taken from: 
http:/ /www.texasheartinstitute.org/ris 
kfaethtml 
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Happy 42 Birthday To Debbie Webster 
and a Happy 51 Birthday To Uncle Rod 

All., on October 30th from family 

Andy, Neil, Gertrude, Quirky. Dylan, 
Kel, Maggie, in picture ìs Debbie, 
Dylan and Lil Huck. 

Happy Birthday to Bridgette 

Underwood in Victoria an Oct 17111. 

Have a good day. Love uncle Virgil, 
auntie Ilene and cur Corby Frank. 

Happy Birthday to Lyse Pearl 

Michelle Frank on Oct. 16th. Love 
auntie Jolene Frank (Keillah). 

Happy <30 to Greg 'Bumatiok" 
Titian. Many more burns to came. 

Happy Birthday to auntie Dawn 

Louise Frank on Nov. 3rd. The mafia 
queen of Victoria. Love Corby Frank, 
Virgil &Ilene. 

Happy 361h Birthday to our 

daddy Ray Sim Sr on Nov. 3rd. Hope 
you enjoy your day Daddy. We love 
you nano from Michaela Sarah, Ray Jr., 

(& baby). 
Happy Birthday to my love bug 

Ray Sim Sr., on Nov. 3rd. Have a good 
day, love you babe soul from your 
chimes teechma, Noma Rose Salami 

October 18 - This is to Alex 
Mark I want you to know I am so glad 
you are home and you have looked after 
yourself, I have always loved you and I 

will love you until my very last 
heartbeat and my very Iasi breath I take. 
Every day 1 look forward to waking up 
with you and going to sleep with you. 
You have always been in my prayers 
and my dreams. October 6, 2004 was 
the happiest day of my life. I got to see 
you and hold you. I always told myself 
that) would never let you go when 1 see 
you. You know what Alex I won't. You 
have meant so much to me. You were 
my strength when I needed strength. 
You were my conscience when needed 
one You were my best friend when 
needed one. You were always there for 

when needed to laugh or even cry 
for that I will always love you. 

Thank you for always accepting me for 
who I am. I will always remember the 
day that you hiked all the way to 
Espeeanra just to be with me and my 
boys. That was when 1 knew you 

anted good things for our relationship. 
All we can do is be strong and keep the 
negative away from our lives. I knew 
the odds weren't in our favour when we 
first got together, but you look we've 
been together 2 years today. I would 
like to let you know these past 2 years 
have been tough but I am looking 
forward to many more years with you. 

oilman to Thomas and Mary Jr. our NI 

n. You done great this year. Good 
luck gr. 10, 2004. Love dad, mom, 

sa, Danny, Michael, Violet, D. Wilson 
family 

Birthdays and Congratulations 

Happy Birthday Grandma Aortic Eunice 
Joe. Love Lisa, Michael, Violet, Marvin 
Lawrence, Pearl and Mary Sr. 

So you enjoy you day and remember I 

love you! Love always Juanita Amos 
Just wanted to send a few 

belated birthday wishes on Oct. 6th, to 
My Very Lovely daughter Andrea 
Johnson, who is 21!! now..oh my god... 
I can't believe how the years go 
s0000000 fast.. 2 fast ...Sometimes I 

wish she was still a little girl. Andrea u 

are so special in every way to 
ever m grateful that we have suc 

am 

such a 

Awesome Oomìshk (mother)- Daughter 
relationship!! I couldn't ask 4 anything 
more. I LVE t thank u 4 being U. 
Love your Oomishk April. 

And on Oct. 13th, to my Very 
Beautiful, Kool Niece Angela ( J -1 -J- 
11...she is 19 now III He careful, be very 
wise, be yourself & B (wad.. tight... 
Love U 2! Also on Oct. 21st to my sit 
Shirley Hanson, Happy Belated 
Birthday!!! luv ya sis....always... April j 

A Happy Birthday to Jerilyn 

Erickson on Nov. 5th, From Mom & 
Dad. A Happy Birthday wish to Simla 
Watts for Nov. 7. From Grandma and 
Grandpa. 

A 2nd Happy Birthday to our 
great grandson Brison on Nov. 7. From 
Anita, Waatse. 

A Happy Anniversary to Martin 

& Rita Ann on 15111. From Mom & 

WaaHe. 
A special birthday wish goes out 

to my special auntie Crystal Sam on 
November 6th /04, down in San Jose, 
California. I really miss you auntie, hugs 
to you and Shanille. Love always, 
Shauntay Kadaijab. 

Happy ahem birthday to my 
best pal in the whole wide world, Miss 
California 2004.1 wish i could be there 
to make some strawberry cake there bud. 
I'm really mum m Have a great day, 
hugs to all of you. Love Jane Thomas. 

Happy birthday to my cur 
Yvonne Thomas, KR, KC on November 
8th, have a good one y'all... from Jane. 

Happy bday to Clinton Thomas 
on Nov 9th/04 have a god day, Happy 
bday to Tabitha Thomas, Brenda Sue 
Campbell, Savannah S, from Shauntay 
Thomas. 

We would like to wish a 

wonderful couple Manin. Rita Ann 
Watts a happy anniversary for Nov. 15. 
Many more to Came. You're finally 

Nov. 4th -Happy 1st Birthday to our 
grandson Matthew Brent Julian. Love 
grandma and grandpa. 

getting up there. Love from your friends 
always Sid, Sharleen & family. 

We would like to wish a belated 
birthday wish to my oldest son 
Cory.D Curley On Oct2óth he tamed 15 

years old (Inlay) We are very proud ...... 
...of you son and hope for the best for 

you! Keep up all the good work you arc 

doing! Lots of Love Mom(Chm) and 
Dennis. 

We would like to wish our 
brother Cory a Happy Birthday . We all 

Love you from Erika, Meagan, Brandi, 
Jr, and Den Ir. 

For Nov 1st we would like to 
wish our sist Loma.J.A.Elliott a very 
Happy thirty- something birthday. Hope 
you have a great day. Lave Char and 
Den. 

We would like to wish our 
Aunty lana a happy birthday. fnrn 
Cory,Erika,Meagan,Bmodi and the two 

Nov 5th We would like to send 
birthday wish to Jerilyn Have a great 

day sips. Love Char, Dennis, and 
family. 

Ill - Happy 2ND Birthday 
%Minima You are very special to all of 

us & we wish you the best on your 
Birthday. Love Always Mom & Dad, III 

sister Jenelle, Aunty Sarah & Uncle 
Andy, Uncle Rudy & Aunty Cathy, 
Grandma Judy and Uncle George. 

We would like to 

wish our neighbour 
Roxanne (Rock) 
Taylor a Happy 
Birthday for Oct. 
28. Have great 
one. Love from 
your neighbours 
Sid, Shadeen & 

amity. 

We would like to wish young lady 
name Alice Sam a very special and 

happy 191h birthday for Oct. 29. Have 
a great one and remember your only 19 

once so make the best of it. Love from 
Sid, Sharleen, Sid Jr, Sylvia, Sabrina, 
Sheldon, Steven, Brad. 

We would like to congratulate 
our beautiful niece Theresa Watts and 
Mike Frank on the birth of their daughter 
Michelle Debra Liken Frank on Oct. 20, 
2004. You just missed uncle Sid's 
birthday by 2 days. Love you a whole 
bunch from code Sid, auntie Sharleen, 
cousins Sid Jr., Sylvia, Sabrina, Sheldon, 
Steven and Brad. 

Nov 6th A Very Happy Birthday 
to my baby JUNIOR. You are 9 years 
old already (Holey) You arc growing so 
fast my son. I am so very proud of you. 
You are doing really great. I Love you 
very much son. Hope you enjoy your 
day. Keep up all the good things you are 
doing okay. Lodes Love Mom(Char) and 
Dennis 

We would like to wish our little 
brother a very Happy Birthday for Nov 
6th. We all Love you! Lots of Love Cary. 
Enka, Meagan, Brandi and Dents Jr 

also for Nov 6th a Happy 
Birthday to Neph Cieon Charlie. From 
auntie Char, Dennis and family. 

Nov 7th a Happy Birthday to 
Niece Stark Watts. Hope you have 
great day niece Love ya From Auntie 
Char, Dennis and your cousins. 

Happy Birthday to Pepsi on 
Nov. 10th. Love you lots. From Pam & 
Rebecca. 

Happy birthday Papa John. 
Love you more everyday! Hope you 
have a good day. Choo! Love always, 
Mariana Amos. 

Nov. 21 -Happy Birthday 
Jessica Amos. Love auntie Gen, uncle 
Bite and family. 

We would like to wish Sidney D. Dick 

Sr a happy Rod birthday for Oct. 22. 
Many more to come. Love from your 
better half Sharleen, kids Sid Jr, Sylvia, 
Sabrina, Sheldon, Steven and Brad. 
Last but not least, your beautiful 
granddaughters Shawntaye (sweetie 
pie) and Mackenzie. 

We would like to wish a handsome 
young man named Brad Wesley rotas 
Happy Birthday for Nov. 13. Hope your 
day is special as you are to us. Love 
always from Sid Sharleen, Sid Jr, 
Sheldon, Steven and most of all your 
sweetheart Sabrina. 

Happy belated birthday to our 
budding make -up artist, Abby! Sorry I 

missed your party. Love, Mama Denise 

In Loving Memory of Peter L. Joe 
October 9, 1944 - December 20, 2003 

When I am gone, release inc. let me go. So if you need me, 
I have so many things to see and do. call and I will come. 
You mustn't tie yourself to me in tears. Though you can't sec 
Be happy that we had a few years, or much me, 
I gave you my love, you can only guess I'll be near, and if you 
How much you gave to me to happiness. 
I thank you for the love you each have 
show 
But now its time I traveled on alone. 
So grieve awhile for me, if grieve you 
must 
Then In your grief be comforted by 
trust 
h's only for awhile that we must part, 
So bless the memories within your heart 
1 won't be far away, for life goes on. 

Within your heart, 
you'll hear 
All my LOVE around 
you, son and clear. 
And then, when you 
must come this way alone, 
I'll greet you with a smile and a 

"Welcome Home" 

From Pearl, Marvin and family 

Tseshaht Band for you 
time in help during ou 

of need when my nephew Daniel 
Preston passed away on lone 6, 2004. 
Special thanks Tommy Tetanal for all 
the fish you donated, you are very kind 
and generous always in our hearts, 
thanks again Tommy T. Special thanks 
to auntie Sybil Goldie for help, Gordie 
Brand, Lewis George and family, Damn, 
Veronica Williams, Dave Coyer, dad 
Jack Price and Barb Price, Steven 
Macarthur Jr. Special thank you to Barb 
and Herman Kolkema for taking all four 
of the children in your home, you are 
very special in our hearts. You have 
done a wonderful job on to three 
children that are left. We are so proud of 
the twins Della and Delwyn for 
graduating, now arc both working. It 
shows how kind you people are, were 
so proud of you both. Barb & Herman 
we are so happy that you two people 
kept the children. Let them know their 
native culture and family roots. We'll 

always treasure Out. Sony we had to 
leave tight after burial service. Hope the 
children understood. Thanks again. 
Give us a call or write sometime. We 
know you all are very busy at times. 
Love from Marvin Tumbe and family. 

Dedicated to my ne phew 
passed away 

"I Will Remember You" 
lay Saran MJorhlwl 

I will remember you 
Will you remember me? 
Don't let your life pass you by 
Weep not for the memories 
Remember the good times that we had? 
I let them slip away from us when things 
got bad 
How clearly I first saw You smilìn' in 

the sun 
Wane feel your warmth upon me, I 

wanna the one 
I will remember you 
Will you remember me? 
Don't let your life pass you by 
Weep not for the memories 
I'm so tired but can't -sleep 

Standìn' on the edge of something much 
too deep 
It's funny how we feel so much but we 
cannot say a word 

Daniel Preston 
on June 6, 2004 

We are screaming inside, but we can't be 
heard 
But I will remember you 
Will you remember me? 
Don't In your Life pass you by 
Weep not for the memories 
I'm so afraid to love you, but more 
afraid to lose 
Clinging to a past that Doesn't let me 
choose 
Once there was a darkness, deep and 
endless night 
You gave me everything you had, Oh 
you gave Inc light 
And I will remember you 
Will you remember me? 
Don't let your life pass you by 
Weep not for the memories 
And I will remember you 
Will you remember tie 
Don't let your life pass you by 
Weep not for the memories 
Weep not for the memories 

Birthdays continued... 

Sharing secrets & childhood memories 

Inspiring to everyone she meets 

Sharing laughter & tears 

Thankful for every moment we share 
together 

Enriching each other's lives today, 
tomorrow and always 
Remembering all the good times and 
treasming the special bond sisters share 
Wishing my sister Victoria Watts 
happy 3? Birthday!!! Enjoy your day, 
mays be as special as you are. Love sit 
Lucille, Cathy and Edward. 
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In Memoriam - ratel trap 

Anthony Lewis Fred (Tony, Chappy) 
November 14, 1946 - October 20, 1987 

Remembering you on your birthday Dad, there are so many memories we 
Dad, I am writing this on behalf of my cherish and treasure. 
siblings, Harry, Matthew, Thomas, Renee We hold them deep In our minds and 
and Melanie. close to our hearts. 
We miss you, Dad. We wish we 

all 
have spent more time 

We remember when you would take us with you, we all needed you, and we still 
with you to your ball games. need you 
We would wake up with you before you We have to be strong, hold our heads 
went to work. high and smile, for our smile is yours 
Sometimes you would take us all or a shining through us, 
couple of us to your games around the Happy Birthday Dad, you would have 
island been on your way over another hill! Just 
We would also pile in your truck to go kidding! 
up the mountain for a Christmas tree. 
Even though we were young, I'm sure We will always love you Dad, and our 
we are all glad to have our memories of memories of you Your baby, Melissa M. 
you. Tate/Fred 

Dedicated to our wonderful Grandma Myrtle Samuel 
Your birthday would have been November 29 

always will be 
Grandma, Grandma when we see you in 
our 
You always tell us never to misbehave or 
be mean 
Whenever we have a problem we know 
we can all you about it 
Unlike parents you don't punish us 
you help us deal with it 
Whenever we tell you about our dream 
life you don't just laugh 
You tell us to believe in ourselves and 
that we can do it 
Grandma, Grandma we know why God 
would want you closer to Him 
Because truly you were an earth 

Grandma, Grandma it's been over two 
years 
when you left us, you left us with several 

Grandma, Grandma we see you when we 
are sleeping 
Don't ever forget you'll always be in our 
hearts, way down deep 
Grandma, Grandma we know we have to 
move On 

But we still can't believe you're forever 
gone 
Grandma, Grandma we know you're 
always washing us 
You were the best gamma ever and 

I would like to dedicale this poem I wrote for Grandm. Love always, you little 
grand daughter Dee -den Curley. I love you with all my heart, I miss you very 

much!!! I wrote this on behaltotal) my brothers and sisters Joseph III, Lawrence, 
Tam -lynx, Carol and Crystal. We all miss you very much Gramme 

In loving memory John Charles Wilson 
Sr - October 25, 1999 

Harold N. Touchie - October 25, 2000 

Your visits, phone calls, laughter, sadness 
You both were there for us 
But we will always remember and cherish 
Our special times we had with you both. 

Love from Pearl, Lisa, Michael, Marvin Jr, Violet 
Tutube 

In Loving Memory of Herbert Joe 
October 19, 2000 

You are gone but not forgotten 
We miss you grandpa Herb 
Uncle your voice, laughter, smiles 
And our little visits. 
Love and miss you dearly 
Uncle, grandpa Herbert Joe. 

Love Pearl, Marvin aka Grasshopper, 
Lisa, Michael, Marvin Jr., and Violet 

To all family and friends of 
John Amos: 

You are invited to a very special 
binhday dinner to celebrate John's 

60th birthday!! 
The dinner will start at 3:00pm on 

Saturday, November 20th at the 
Port Alberni Friendship Centre. 
Hope to se you all there! choc! 

For more information please 
contact Catherine Frank at 725- 

2602. 
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Nuu -chah -nulth Registry and Treaty Information ... 
Registering events are very important! 

Birth Registrations: It is important to get baby registered as soon as 

possible. You must complete the parental consent for Registration/Statement 
of Band Affiliation form and provide the LARGE form birth certificate, these 
consent forms can be obtained through your Band Office or at the NTC 

Office. Registration takes 6 - 8 weeks. 
Transfers: Arc you wishing to transfer to another Band? Write to the Band 

you want to transfer into. Once accepted you will need to complete a consent 
to transfer form, also, notify the Band you are currently in and let them know 
your intention. 
Marriages, divorces, name change, deaths: Please provide appropriate 
certificates to up date the Indian Registry Lists. A consent form needs to be 

completed for any name changes. 
Are you turning 18 soon? If you would like your own registration number 
men you have to submit a letter of request. Process also takes 6 - 8 weeks (no 
longer automatic). 
All documents are to be submitted to Rosie Little - Indian Registry 
Administrator at the NTC Office, with the exception of Ditidaht, Itetqu ant 

Hues -ay -ant and Tlao- qui -aht. Contact these First Nations directly. To have a 

status card issued through NTC from these four First Nations please have your 
Indian Registry Administrator fax approval and your information prior to 

coming into the office if possible. 
Don your First Nation have their membership code in place? If so, and 
you would like the above events recorded for "BAND MEMBERSHIP" then it 

is EQUALLY AS IMPORTANT that you contact them as well. 
Your First Nation gads your t dd and ph number obey 

contact you regarding Treaty developments, letters and bulletins. 
First st Nation phone numbers and addresses are listed below for your 

Ahousaht 
(250) 670-9563 Fax: (250) 670 -9696 
General Delivery Ahousaht, B.C. VOR IA0 

Jiejfea_ 

Ehattesaht 
1- 888 -761 -4155 - Fax: (250) 761 -4156 
PO Box 59 Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0 

Ditidaht First Nation 
1- 888 -745 -3366 - Fax: (250) 745 -3332 

PO Box 340 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M8 

Hesquiaht First Nation 
1-877- 232 -1100 - Fax: (250) 670 -1102 

PO Box 2000 Toftno, B.C. VOR 2Z0 

Hupacasath First Nation 
(250) 724 -4041 - Fax (250) 724 -1232 
PO Box 211 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7 

Ka:y5:'k t h'/Che:k'ttes7et'k' 
(250) 332-5259 - Fax: (250) 332 -5210 

General Delivery Kyuquot, B.C. VOP 110 

Mawachaht / rich alahl 
(250) 283 -2015 - Fax: (250) 283 -2335 
Toll free - (800) 238 - 2933 
PO Box 459 Gold River, B.C. VOP IGO 

Tla -o -qai -ant First Nations 
(250) 725 -3233 - Fax: (250) 725 -4233 
PO Box 18 Tofino, BC. VOR 220 

a 
Nuchatlaht First Nation 

(250) 332 -5908 - Fax: (250) 332 -5907 
PO Box 40 Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0 

Tseshaht First Nation 
Toll Free: 1 -888- 724 -1225 - Fax: (250) 724 -4385 

PO Box 1218 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7MI 

Uchacklesaht Tribe 
(250) 724 -1832 - Fax: (250) 724 -1806 
PO Box 1118 Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7 

Ucluelet First Nation 
(250) 726-7342 - 

Fax: (250) 726-7552 
PO Box 699 Ucluelet, B.C. VOR 3A0 

TSESHAHT FIRST NATION CULTURAL RESOURCE CENTRE 
Open to anyone interested in learning more about Tseshaht history. 5000 
Mission Rd. - Chi- chu -aht House/ Tseshaht Treaty office. We have a toll free 

umber available for Tseshaht members (which also houses our membership and 
Natural Resources Office. If you want your addresses included for treaty updates 
and Tribal bulletins call us (email: vapor e.hahta with your address. 1 -866- 
724- 4225. Hours of operation: Monday - Friday 8:15 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. (Except 
holidays). For more information contact us at (250) 724-4229. or toll free at 1-866 
724 -4229. 

TO ALL UCLUELET FIRST NATION MEMBERSHIP 
Hello everyone, I was recently hired as the band membership clerk, and the 
membership committee along with myself would like to get the band list updated. 
Are you and/or your children registered? If your newborn baby has not been 
registered ye, will have to come in with a large birth certificate and register. 
Remember w en you are registered with the NTC office you have to register with 
the band office as well. Also if them are any deaths, marriages or divorces we would 
lime the proper certificate brought in so that we can register those as well. Please call 
the band office toll her 1- 866 -7262488 if you need to contact me. Thank you 

Christina Klotz, ckl_26@hotmail.core 

TLA- O- QUI -AHT TRIBE MEMBERS 
If you are not receiving "Inside Tlao- qui -aht" newsletter please call your 

address in ASAP This mailing Est is also used for important tribal mailouts 
you may not want to miss. 
Forward your address to: Carla Moss do Tla- o-qui -aht First Nations, Box 18, 

Tofino, B.C., VOR 2Z0. Phone: 250 -725 -2765, email: mnoss@island.net 
Fax: 250- 725 -4233 atto: Carla Moss 

TO ALL TSESHAHT MEMBERSHIP: 
Please remember when you register your child(ren) with NTC you must 
still register your child(ren) to the Band. I do not have names that NTC has 
so if you're one of these members please contact me for Band membership 
papers as we administer our own membership and only those people on. 
our Est is Tseshaht I do not issue status cards this is done only with Rosie 
Little or Mel Broker. Feel free to contact me at lisagallicCcashaw.ca or call me 
at 1-066-724-4229. 

Important Notice to all Nuu -shah -nulth First Nations members, 
Band Managers, CHR's, Health Clerks and Band Membership Clerks: 

MEDICAL COVERAGE NOT AUTOMATIC 
Reference: Recently, many bills were received at the NTC (Non- Insured Health 
Benefits Section) (NIHB) from parents requesting payment under this plan. 
If a child is not registered with Indian Affairs and the province them is no medical 

coverage. Therefore, FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR PAYMENT OF MEDICAL 
VISITS, 3t -RAYS, ETC. WILL FALL ON THE PARENTS! 
Indian Affairs cannot and WILL NOT PAY any bills without full coverage. 
Remember, unless a child is REGISTERED with both Indian Affairs (Status Card) 
and the provincial medical plan (MSP Card) two very important medical factors apply: 

a. The child is covered under the parent medically, for only three months; 
and 
b. Once the child reaches 1 year of age then they are no longer covered 
under the NODS program for: equipment; supplies; drugs; dental; and 
optical. 

Normally, a child reaching 19 years of age requires (her or his) own medical care card. 
A child can maintain medical coverage up to age 25 when in full -time attendance at 
a post secondary institution, that is approved by the provincial medical commission. 
It takes 6 -S weeks to obtain these coverage cards! Start the process immediately! 
Do not assume it is done! Follow up with Ibis until you have both cards! Questions 
to be dimmed to the Band Membership Clerks, or the NTC Registry Office 724 -5757. 

Robert Clue.. CD - NTC NIHB Program Supervisor 

INSURANCE REQUIREMENT 
OUT OF PROVINCE AND COUNTRY 

Recent situations have been embarrassing to some people who Depart Canada 
without acquiring any type of medical coverage insurance. Non -Insured Health 
Benefits Program through health Canada does not cover anyone who deports 
Canada, nor does your BC Medical Plan unless you have written authority form 
them stating that they will cover you, and what they will cover. (Remember the 
price is much higher in US than here - I suggest you check it out to protect yourself 
and your family). Ensure you get coverage by containing your local travel agency - 

they can and will help you! It is also understood that once you have departed 
Canada and you change your mind and decide you wish to have coverage - - it is too 
late. Tray el policy insurance will not cover you in outside the country if you try to 

obtain insurance after you have left. Protect yourself and your family! Questions on 
this matter are encouraged and welcomed through the Nou -lowed Health Benefits 
Program Coordinator (Robert Cruet:) I- 888 -40? -4888 or 2547243232. 

r IIIÄ- SHILTFi -SÄ DFÄDLiÑË 
AND PRINTING SCHEDULE 

DEADLINE PRINTING 

November 12, 2004 November 18, 2004 
November 26, 2004 December 2, 2004 
December 10, 2004 December 16, 2004 

Emailnrwaer @nunehehnulth.org annad bashilth@ouuchehnun.org ! 
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FRIENDS AND FAMILY OF LOUIE & EVA FRANK 
Come join us on November 6, 2004 fora celebration of live for Eva and for our 

parent's 50th wedding anniversary 
Dinner to scan at 5:00pm at the T -Bird Hall in Ahousaht 

Any questions call Louie Frank Jr @ 670 -9558 or Maureen Frank @ 670 -9573 

Out of respect of the loss of our granddaughter Kallee, the potlatch of 
the seating of Chief Thomas Rush will be POSTPONED UNTIL 
FURTHER NOTICE. From Thomas Rush and Karen Frank. 

PETER L. JOE MEMORIAL will be held January 8, 2005 
For more information call Geraldine Joe (306) 697 -3682 

MEMORIAL POTLATCH 
The House of the late Saiyatchapìs (Chuck Sam), Invite. you to the Mehl Motu Gym, 

Saturday, February 5, 2005 10:00 a.m. 
To honour the lives of family Saìyatchapis, Harry Sam, Phyllis Sam, Stephanie Sam, 

Dakkota Rain McFarlane. 

NEW DATE - ADAM FRED MEMORIAL POTLATCH 
Out of respect for the Fred family and their recent loss of Gerald Fred Sr. The 

Adam Fred (grandson to Gerald) Memorial Potlatch will be postponed until 
September 17th, 2005. If there are any questions, please don't hesitate to call one 
of the available numbers. 
As our sort brother focused a lot of his personal life to his culture, we feel that it is 
important 

of 
say 

with ancestors. 
-bye to his presence here on earth, out to also the 

people 

and 
him wins 

those came 
our son/brother would warn 

time 
our 

people and Cheek all those who came and shard stories, hugs. trays during the time of 
our there we feel that it is important to set this special day as early ns possible. 
We therefore reeembon m hold a for our family, friends and ask that each 

September join to remember our 
Gym, 

oral for who we all knew him. 
close 

hold 
at the Mohr Stabs 

will 
10:00 0 noon. 

you to hold our opening earmarks: we will then serve lunch 12:00 
contact 

ream. 
any further questions regarding this arson please feel free o of the 

(grandma) 
family wartime Glee Pearson (mom) at rAl47d7, 

Fred 
Darken Warts 

2g4ndma) 724 -4nny, Ice Watts (auntie) g 7244987. or Alfred 
(Alen 

723- 
2485, Johnny 746 -8445 grandma, granny Rote (Alen Bay) 9]4- 
2485, or Deane Whams. aunt, 974 -5472. 

Corby Frank's party has been postponed until further 
notice. Sorry about any inconvenience. Date still not 

decided. We will post an ad in Ha- Shilth -Sa as soon as 
possible. 

Flea Market Extravaganza and Lonnie Twoonie 
Somass Hall on Tseshaht Reserve #1 

Saturday, November 6th and 20th 
loam to 4pm 

New and used treasures, concession, baked goods, arts and crans. haircuts and 
manicures for $10.00 by Myra, raffles, 50/50 draws and all kinds of other goodies. 

For more info call: Linda Gomez @ 723 -6194 

To All Ucluelet First Nation Membership 

Treaty Discussions on Frequently Asked Questions. 
An opportunity for members to ask questions and get answers 

from the Treaty Negotiating Team 
Example: Will there be a cash handout to members after the 

Treaty is signed? 
Who will govern us? 

Will Indian Affairs cut us off right away? 

November 22, 2004 at the U.F.N. Band Hall 
6:00 p.m. 

a PRE -NATAL DROP IN With Liz Thomsen 
Every Monday, I:3Opm - 3:30pm. Immunization clinic every Monday from 

10:00am to 12:00 pm. Prenatal drop in every Monday from 2:00 to 3:00 pm. 

* NINYAKS -HA - You are invited to celebrate the welcoming of babies 
bom between April to November 2004 into our community. Friday November 5th 
at I I - 2:00 at the Knee waits House 3435 4th Avenue. A partnership between 
the Nuu- chah -nulth Nursing Program and the Port Alberni Friendship Centre. For 

oreinfo, please contact: Delavina @ 723 -8281 

HEALTH EDUCATION DROP -EN With Liz Thomsen 
Every Thursday, 2,30pm - 3:30pm 
Knee wars House, 3435 4th Avenue, Port Alberni Friendship Centre 
For more info, please contact Delays @ 723 -8281 

Poets Nook 
Grand stand to the 

Written By Norma -Ann Webster 

We are united with universal power.. 
By chance if our day is misguided by 
some unknown reason 
If our minds wonder by some unknown 
source 
If our choice is disrupted and made with 

kind displacement 
Remembering the silence of Mother 
Nature 
and all creations that have entwined 
manner a solid earth 
The soft and gentle waves on the beach 
that swirl against the rocks 
The winds that blow a gentle whisper 
against the elements of life 

netting everything and every purpose 
fop it 

So many have walked and guided the 
many people that seemed to be left 
behind 
So many felt where is the purpose- 
where is the comfort of recognition of 
just being.. 
Why is the judgment days acknowledged 
wider than 
the days that have showed so much 

more of a purpose 
Is it right we have the homeless. ..Is it 
good 
the people of the universes compare 

over the other. 
Is this i moment of time worth the 

world - We are proud 
bickering of all humanity? 
Is this ok to put- down the other human 
form without any justice.. 
Is this temporary scapegoat worth one 
minute of Happiness.. 
As 1 walk the beach and reminisce of 
how the 
world was before the introduction to fast 
cars, alcohol, dings & the homeless... 
A shame that some cannot predict what 
life 

offering by taking a simple thing in 
fe such as a warm home.. 

The gathering of the spirit takes time, 
understanding 
and acceptance of belonging no matter 
where we me from 
In the eyes 

come 
the people who had seen 

the past of compassion for any human 
form.. 
They all deserve the right to transform 
and the least be given opportunity to be 
mated with dignity 

This new world has brought forward the 
links of positive & 

Connecting with all four comers of the 
earth may bring abundance that is 

regrettable to many people 
Best of all piece of mind can do 
wonders... 
Grand stand to the world -Wean 
proud - people let us work together & 
do wonders 

Indian Residential School Survivors Society 
National Survivors Support Line 

1- 866 -925 -4419 
(Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week) 

Are you a survivor of residential schools? 
Are you an intergenerational survivor? 

Do you need to talk? 
The Survivors Support Line is available to all Aboriginal 

people affected by their residential school experience or 
the experience of others. 
We are survivors of residential schools too. We 

understand the issues and we have information that 
might help. 

Just saying hello is a good place to start. 
Give it a try. You can take your time. We care and we 
promise to listen. 

Indian Residential School 
Survivors Society 

General Information Line: 
1- 800 -721 -0066 

Website: www.irsss.ca 
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O 
n October 7, 2004 Ileya Irish 
Keeya Robert (Rehear) Thomas 
passed away in West Coast 

General Hospital in Pert Alberni. 
Robert was a resident in Tsawnyaus. 
On behalf of the Thomas and Keitlah 
families of Ahousaht we would like to 

thank Harold Little Sr for taking him 
home to Ahousaht to your boat (Robear's 
friend). To Rick Lindholme and E. 

Johnson for officiating the service. 
To the people who kept family and 
relatives so well fed. Thank you. 
The Ahounht Band Chief & Council. 
Thank you for making things so much 
easier for us. 

To people at the gravesite. Thank you, 
you all know who you are. We are really 
grateful. 
To all the relatives, was so nice to see 
you all at home. 
On October 21 at Rainbow Gardens, 
Darlene Erickson had a memorial for 

Rohn, as they do for all residents. 
Friends, relatives of Robear were there. 
A paddle was presented in memory of 
Rabear. 
Pearl Dorward, June Billy, Darlene 
Erickson, and Margaret Bunt Cranmer, 
were given Rower in gratitude of eating 
for Ruben. 
We will ever be so grateful to all staff of 
Rainbow Gardens in how well you all 
took good care. Thank ...tailor 
Tsawaayuus. We will always ever be 
grateful to you all. 
Thank you to all who came and sat with 
Felix and Ikon through their time off 
loss. 
You are all ...ring people. I cannot 
name names. you all know who you 

Grateful gratitude to all people involved. 
We are all so lucky to have each other. 

Thomas & Keitlah families of Ahousaht 

would like to express great 
appreciation to Tim Tom for entering 
the Chemainus First Nations Youth 

Grade 7 Transition Program Men's and 
Women's hockey tournament We would 
like to extend the appreciation to Tim as 
he only had himself and one other player 
from Tofino but Tim was kind enough to 
gather players from the Chemainus 

Community and still enter a team in for 
the men . Thank you for entering a team 
in both Men's and Women's division. 
Both teams placed third in the 
tournament. Once again Thanks Tim on 
behalf of 
Theresa Seymour and the Chemainus 
First Nations Youth Grade 7 Transition 
Program. 

C 
ongmm lations est olddaughter to our 

Lisa Mane D. 

Tutube. We're all so proud 
of you girl for finishing your 
grade 12. Took awhile but you 
never gave up even when your 
health man '1 good, you always 
smiled never said when you 
wen. feeling well. We're so 
proud of you Lisa Mane. The 
doors arc open now girl. Hope 
your dreams you wished for come 
through. Special thank you Debra 
and lack Cook for always being 
here for her Special thank you 

Deb for sewing her dress for grad. 
You and uncle Ron H. did a 

wonderful job on it and lack for 
driving back and forth to help her 
many ways. Thanks again to 

Tommy Tatoosh, donated fish for 
the dinner for Lisa Auntie Sybil 
Goldie, uncle Ben and Hilda Nookemis, 
uncle Ron Hamilton, Great grandma 
Louisa Watts always encourage our 
family, Dorothy Wilson and Dick Morns 
always helping and your guidance. 
Auntie Gerry Joe your phone calls made 
us so happy. Jill Campbell, Daniel 
Campbell special thanks to Danny, 
coming over for graduation cause you 
took time off from work We lose you 

n. Tom & Thomas Lewis for the 
seafood you donated Goodie and Mary 
Kimoto for the crab. Thanks very much. 

Auntie Wendy Watts and Theo, you me 
always there for us. Thanks uncle Neil 
for being with me for graduation and 
gift. Thanks again to Annie Watts 
always there for helping me in many 
ways, you and uncle Dave Watts, Brad 
Watts, Frodo plus we would like to thank 
my sister and family and friends Danny 
Campbell and family Tom Lewis for 
your help when our daughter Lisa was in 

hospital. She is on her way to recovery. 
Thank you all very much. 
Marvin, Pearl, Violet, Michael, and 
Marvin Tutube h. 

Me dICAleTt 
@ ON CAkc 
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1.8D066815717 
FOR SALE: Jarry 1100 motorized wheel chair, with adjustable air seat to suit your 
omfort needs. Brand new battery charger, (value $450) colour is candy apple red. 

Value is SOMA want $3000 firm. interested phone Terry @ 250 741 -1622 

Hamy mote is Juanita Amos, 1 

m Mowachaht Band member 
and 1 worked as the Tourist 

Operations Coordinator for the 
Mowachaht / Muchalaht First Nation this 
past summer. I am honoured that my 

tribe gave me the opportunity to learn 
about my heritage and my homeland. I 

started work on lime 14, 2004 and my 
job was to coordinate the Yuquot Cabins 
/ Trails and the Muchalaht Marina. As 

my job is coming to an end within the 
next few data I would like to take the 
time to say thank you to the Mowachaht 
/ Muchalaht First Nation for giving one 

the opportunity to prove myself for this 
job. It was a big job and a very 
awesome experience for me. I would 
like to personally acknowledge so many 
people that made my job easier and more 
prosperous for me. 
First of I would like to thane Bob 

Brand, Tracy Amos, Adrienne Amos, 
Roberta Saver and Wayne Lord for 
always being my biggest supporters. All 

of you made such a big difference in my 
job being a lot easier throughout the 
summer. It was an especially 
meaningful experience when 1 knew that 
I had you guys in my comer from the 
very beginning. 
I would also like to thank Brenda 

Johnson and Paul Johnson who had 
worked as the Cabin Caretaker out in 
Yuquot. You both had an extremely big 
job an your hands and both done very 
well out at Yuquot. A very big Kleco 
goes out to the both of you from me. 
To the WOP workers, Michelle Johnson, 
Louie Johnson, Paul Johnson, Ed Mark, 
Nathan George, Wayne Hinehcltffe, 
Anthony Mark, Gloria Maquirma that 
had an enormous job of cleaning up 

Yuquot. With all the unforeseen 
problems all of you had gotten the.. 
done in a short amount of time. So 
Kleco to all of you who had worked so 
hard out in Yuquot. 
To the contractors, John Amos, Rob 
Archer and Jeff Blondoso, who were 
there and willing to help with all the 
repairs that were needed, I would like to 
say thank you! The work that was 
needed you guys had done in such a 

short amount of time. 
To Kevin Robinson and Nina Dick for 

always ready and willing to give boat 
rides to and from the Cove on such a 

spur of the moment, no Kleco to both of 
you. 
Kleco to Max Savoy for making your 

water taxi available to the Yuquot Cabins 
when you could. 
To Jamie James from the Mowachaht 
Fisheries who was always ready to give 
me a helping hand when I needed some 
supplies to be picked hp in Campbell 
River or when I needed things to be 
dropped off in Friendly Cove you were 
always willing to help us out, so a very 
big Kleco to your kind heart. 

I C I IONS 
rar ss 
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Pennant Designs 
First Nations Graphics. Specializing 

in Native Vinyl Decals.' (Custom 
54.00 All Sizes). All types of Native 
Graphic, Call Now! Celeste lacks. 

Ph: 604928 -2157 
or Email: Iadybravc05 @hocnuii com 

URGENT- Lost Jacket al Mall Malts Oct. 14 

004 at G. Lucas Services. Had al I.D., bus 

pass keys and $. Belongs tonne peen. 

I would also like to recognize the 
workers at the Muchalaht Marina. To 

Lee lack, Shirley Michael, Yvonne 
Murphy and Johnny Dick I would like to 
say thank you for all the work that you 
did down at the Marina. It was a hard 
year with a new Supervisor but I believe 
that you all handled the change very 
well. I would like to thank tannic Jack, 
John Amos, Dorothy Sava, Nathan 
George, Maritsa James and Dawn 
Boston, for being there on a momenta 
notice when the Marina Workers were 
unable to work. I would like to give an 

extra special thanks to Dawn Boston and 
Yvonne Murphy for painting the Manna 
office and making it look much mom 
presentable. It was because of all these 
workers that the Muchalaht Manna was 
such a huge success this year, so Kleco 
to all of you, you made my job an much 
easier and fun. 

I would like to give an extra big thank 
you to our Chief, Mike Magi... who 
was always willing to listen to us, his 
people. It really a lot that you 
were 

ti mean) 

always willing to listen to me and 
my workers when we needed to resolve 

sues. In your own Mike you were 
a big pan in this learning experience for 
me and all the workers that worked in 
both programs. So Kleco Mike and I am 
proud to say that you were part of this 
team for the Yuquot and Muchalaht 
Man 
I would like to thank Elaine Dick and 
Alex Mark who were always my 

"motional 
support. I always heard 

don't give up", "I know that you can do 
this." It really me a lot to me that you 

to 

were always a phone call away to listen 
y frustrations. So I would like to 

say Kleco to the both of you. 
To my grandpa Ray and grandma Terry, 

the both of you have so much knowledge 
and I thank you for sharing a little bit of 
that with not throughout the whole 
summer I am so proud that l can call 
both of you my grandparents and that I 

got to learn and share with you. Kleco! 
Finally, I would like to thank my 

parents, Brian Brian and Marge Amos, without 
you this job would never have been 
possible. You have always taught me to 
finish what I have started and never give 
up when things start to get tough It is 

your wisdom and values that kept me at 
my job and for that I give a huge Kleco 
to the both of you. 
If I missed anyone it was not on 

purpose. I would like to thank everyone 
who was a pan of making the Muchalaht 
Marina and Yuquot Cabins a success this 
year. I am now more aware of my 
heritage and the importance of keeping 
r 1 have proudly learned from every 

single of the important people that I have 
named and thanked And to all of you I 

am very honoured and proud to say that I 

m Mowachaht. 
Respectfully, Juanita Amos 

working mother. Please return I.D., bus pass 
leers. Bring 5 hTC office newton or mail 

to 796 Cecil Blogg Dr. Victoria, B.C. V913 5N7. 

Attention Karla Point. Jacket is black/red 
reversible, Mks, wen With the black outside. 
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FOR SALE: Native designed 
jewellery, silver, copper, gold 
engraving, stone setting. Contact 
Gordon Dick by phone 723 -9401. 
WANTED' I am looking for someone 
to make Abalone buttons. Call 723- 
7134. 
FOR SALE: Carvings for sale: coffee 
table tops, clocks, plaques, 6" totems, 
canoes. leave message for Charlie 
Mickey at 724 -8609 or do Box 40, 
/than., B.C. VOP 2A0 
FOR SALE: Genuine Authentic basket 
weaving gross. Linda Edgar, phone 
250 -741 -1622. 
BASKET WEAVING FOR SALE: 
Grad Hat Regalia, Baskets, Weaving 
material, specializing in May., Hat 
Earrings. Available to teach at 
conferences and workshops. Call Julie 
Joseph (250) 729 -9819. 
WANTED: whale teeth, w haklvma. 
mastodon Ivory and Russian blue cobalt 
trade beads. Lo. msg. For Steve and 
Elsie John 4,604- 833 -3645 or eo 
0141-720 bt St New Westminster BC 
V3L3C5. 
FOR SALE: Native painting. Call 
Brace Nook.. (250) 728 -2397 
W HOPULTHEEAT UK - Sandra 
Howard, Mowachaht Cedar Weaver. 
Hats, Caps, Pouches, Baskets, Mats, 
and Roses for Sale. Price Negotiable. 
Barter or Trade. Ph: 250- 213 -7624. 

oomeko hounall com 
ROSE AMBROSE: Basket weaving, 
howls, baskets, headbands. roses, etc. 

Also teach 723 -2106- 

NOOTKA ART GOLD & SILVER: 
rings, bracelets, pendants, and stone 
settings by Gideon Smith. Sao - this 
year till vicar end spend 5150 en silver 

and get 50% off on next item. 
Orden over SI50 can be delivered is 
far as Port Alberni to Victoria and 
Campbell River with a SIS delivery 
charge. Phone 2511751 9413. 

House. of Win-C1-see 
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AHOUSAHT NATIVE ARTIST 
Original paintings, and carvings. (can 

customize orders) 
P.O.' 84 - Ahousaht, BC. - VOR-1A0 
home (250) 6762430 cell (2501 731- 

5304. want alwuahuuivon.can 
wthay('albemi.vet 

Ben CDuV& 
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CLASSIFIED 
D &M AUTOCLEAN ^Nell do your 
dirty work" Automobile cleaning and 
renewal CARS - TRUCKS - RV'S - 

BOATS. 7429 Pacific Rim Highway. 
Phone 720 -2211. 
PROFESSIONAL BODYWORK: 
Will do professional bodywork and 
painting. 14 years experience. 
Experienced, certified welder on-site. 
Marcel Durward. 723 -1033. 
FOR SAE 6 1989 Ford I soma., 17 

passenger bus. Auto, not great. $5500 
oho 723 -2308. 
FOR SAI El 1990 Ford 2 wd 1 ran crew 
cab on propane. $2500. 735 -0833. 

IR15I cal cal_ 1992 - 25 foot Raider. 
Aluminum cabin, open fore and aft deck, 
adjustable outboat bracket, tandem 
galvanized trailer. $19,900 without 
engine, 429,900 with 2001 - 225 Mom 
Dptimax. Call Roger Franc. 723 -4005 
BOATFgtSfLE MV Rope - no Incense. 
40' fiberglass. Ex- freezer troller. Fully 
equipped. Freezer system only 2 years 
old. Harold Little (250) 670 -2477. 
FOR SALE - 40' Ex-troller and Spring 
nets made to order. Call Robert Johnson 
Srt (250) 724 -0799. 
FOR SAI E: Area "G" AI Troll License 
37.5 B Contact Louie Prank Sr. at 250- 
670 -9573 or leave a message at the 
Ahoeuaht. Administration Office at 250- 
P70 -9563. 
FOR CALF: New and Used Barclay 
Sound Sockeye Nets. (250) 923 -9464. 
WANTED: lb' - 19 Fiberglass Deep V 

Fishing Boat, Soft Top, (Double Eagle; 
',moon etc). Cell Dale or Barb (o 
250 - 283 -7149. 
CANOE BUIS DING: Will build canoe, 
or Mach how to build canoe. Call Harry 
Lucas 724 -1494. 

FOR SALE: 25' Ilas liner powered by 
350 Liar with Volvo leg. Excellent 
condition. 511,000. 7350833. 
MISSING 30 III' Yamaha. Any 
information please contact Boyd or Josh 
Fred at 723-5114 or 724 -6491. Reward! 
WANTED: Boat Trails+ for 20' boat. 
Call Micheal @ 7266026 
FOR SAI ,F Nets- Different Sires, 
Different prices, make an offer. Trolling 
gear- offers. View - 5010 Mission Rd. 
Phone - 723 -9894. 
FOR SALE: Combination Ginner Troll 
Longline Pacific Cruiser. Phone 728 - 
3515 for more info. 

ALIQCCASfIONS 

CALL' 
RENEE NENNEN 

0011723380 
POETAIBERNk$.0 

LES SAM 
CONSTRUCTION 

commuotpu 
and Architemal Maumee, 

WANTED, Talented 1st Nations 
SINGER, DRUMMER, and DANCERS 

to perform with the Part Alberni 
Symphony Orchestra in thew first 
Wert in the near future. Please call 

their leader, John Matthews for more 
info 724.2619. 

Nun- shah -ninth Living In Victoria 
please contact Robin Tate @ (250) 360- 
1968 or the Victoria Native Friendship 

Centre o (250) 384 -3211 and leave your 
name and phone number. 

Employment Wanted/ 
Services Offered 

Forestry Advisory Services: 
Experienced in forest management; 
liaise between your first nation and 

government negotiate 
to dump & salvage contracts, forestry 
licenses, etc. First Nations training. 
Call Dave Watts Cool "2' rlOgr cal 
(250) 731-6222, fax (250) 723.9705. 

T.5.0 TRUCKING SERVICE: Moving 
And Hauling, Reasonable Rates. Tom 
Gus, 5231 Hector Road, Port Alberni, 
B.C. Phone: (250) 7243975. 
FOR HIRE:Pickup truck and dove[. 
Need something transported or towed? 

outboard motors, 
furniture, 

your boat, canoe noe or 
moves. 

travel trailer towed or moved. By the km 
and by the hour. Call 250 -724 -5290. 

Wrtr 8 Advisory for Histories. 

Governance, and Constitutions (caning 
contact Harry Lunar, at 

724 -2313. 
SI 1 CHM NI 1 Ill NATIVE 
1 ANGUAGR: Transcribing io phonetics 
- for meetings, research projects, personal 

e. Hourly rates Phone Harry Lucas at 
724 -2313. 
FREE LANGUAGE CLASSES' at 
Hupacasath Hall. Language Instructor - 

Tat Tatoosh. Monday and Wednesday 
Nights. 7 pm to 9 pm. (Bring your own 
pen and paper). Parenting Skills for 
Parents and Tots. Fridays from 3 -4 pm. 
EVERYONE IS WELCOME cou kleco. 
Edward Taloush, Certified Linguist. 
3'SAWAAVU US: SHARE YOUR 
TALENTS WITH YOUR 11 III 
Volunteers required for the following. 
,/Give demonstrations /and/or teach 
basket weaving, carving, painting, etc. 

,We also need cultural entertainment 
Contact Darlene Erickson at 724 -5655. 

FIRST Am TRAINING: Canadian Red 
Cross Certified Fiml Aid Instructors 
Lavern and Alex Frank arc available to 
teach First Aid to your group, office. or 
community. Cla.es can have up to 24 
students. Phone (250) 725 -3367 or (250) 
726 -2604 for more information 
SWEEPY'S CLEANING SERVICES: 
Samantha Gus. Need some Cleaning 
done? Don't have enough time'! Good 
rates. Call 723 -7645 or leave a message 
@724 -2763. Windows, dishes, 
vacuuming, laundry, walls, shelves, etc. 

Custodial/ Janitorial certified. 
Commercial house keeping/ home 
making certified and Food safe. 

GROWING THE CIRCLE 
COMMUNICATIONS GROUP' Video 
/ music / CD-Rom or DVD production, 
website design or enhancement, book 
publishing, public relations, marketing, 
and training. Top quality professional 
productions at very reasonable rates. 
Contact Randy Fred, 530 Cadogan Street 
Nanaimo BC VOS 1T4; Tel. 250-741- 
0153; o-mail: mealy (nRa a_w ça Chou! 

FOR SAI F' Seaside Adventures is 
Tofino $695,000.00 Serious Inquiries 
Call 725 -3448 OR 725 -8329 ask for 
Steve or Cindy Dents 

AI & Jo-anne's Cleaning 
Services. 

The most reasonable rates! 
Call Al or Jo-anne (250) 723 -7291. 

UNDER NFW MANAGEMENT: 
Nitinaht Lake Motel. Now open year 
round. For reservations and other 
information call 250 -745 -3844. Mailing 
address P.O. Box 340, Port Alberni, B.C. 
V9Y 7M8 

PRICED TO SELL. 14 D. X 70 ft. 
Princeton 1993 Mobile Home. 2 
Bedroom, plus 12 ft. X 18 R. addition, 
Located at Spool Lake Mobile Home 
Park. Can be moved, relocated. By 
appointment only. NO AGENTS! 
Phone: 724 -5290. 
BOARDROOMS FOR RENT: At the 
Tseshaht Administrative Buildings, Pon 
Alberni. For mom information call the 
Tseshaht First Nattons Office at (250) 
724 -1225 or toll tree 1- 888 -7241225. 
FOR RENT: A non -profit organization 
has rooms tu rent, by the day, week or 
month. Very reasonable rates for Room 
and Board. Also. there is a Boardroom 
available for rent. For more information 
phone 723 -6511. 
WANTED: Medical Equipment such as 
wheelchairs etc. Can be dropped off at 
the Tseshaht Band Office. 5000 Mission 
Road, Port Alberni. Contact Gail K. Gus 
at 724 -1225. 

FOR SALE: Beautiful Native Design 
Dress. New condition. Size 5 -7. 724 
3049. 
FOR SALE: Custom built food cart 
with grill, deep fryer, sink, water pump, 
and lots of storage. 1 owner. $6500, 
oho 724-4383. 
WANTED: Sager Sewing Machine to 
buy. Please call 7244987 
WOOD FOR SALE, $80 per cord. 
Leave a message (gt 723 -1129. 
FOR SAI Fi TREK 800 Unisex 
Mountain Bike. brand new condition 
(used 3 limes). Blue and Silver, 
kickstand and back wheel -rack included. 
$350.00. Call 724 -3420. 
FOR SAI F; d 12' x 9' pool table, 2 

years old, $2000. 728 -3537. 
FOR RENT: Equipment for power 
point and DVD presentations. Projector 
and Screen. By the hour or day. Deposit 
required. Telephone: 250 -724 -5290. 
WRSTCOAS l' TRANSITION 
HOUSE EMERGENCY SHELTER: 
For Abused Women and their Children 
oil call 24 hours toll free. I-877 -726 
2020. 

PORT AI.BER \I TRANSITION 
HOUSE: Call 721-2223 or call the 
nearest local shelter or crisis center. 
HELP LINE FOR CHILDREN: 
310 -1234. 
WANTED: Traditional Stones for 
project. Call Caroline Thompson at 724 
5757. 
PROFESSIONAL available for 
Workshops/ Conferences. Healing 
Circles/Retreats/ Canoe Journeys. 
Contract or full -time position. Holistic 

sage and aromatherapy with 
essential olla by Raven Touch. Please 
contact Eileen Tenable 662567267369 
or 726 -5505. 
ELEGANT ADVANTAGE 
DECORATING AND CATS NCI 
SERVICES: Tracey Robinson @ 

home:723 -8571, Margaret Robinson 
home:723 -0789. We do all occasions: 
Weddings, Showers, Graduations, 
Banquets, Brunches, Dinners, * Super 
Host and Food Safe Certified* 
WANTED: NCN women to join my 

fantastic Mary Kay team. Perfect may 

to invest in a home based business. 
Call me for more information Rosalee 
Brown @385 -9906 or email 
rosaleeb 61@mmite.com 

SAIN: Crib, $50 o.b.o. and 
highchair $40 o.b.o. both like new. 
Phone 250 -723 -3257. 

URAL 2 wallets with I.d. call Jennifer 
Watts and Nathan Watts @ 723 -9706. 

TOOUAHT BAY CONVENIENCE 
STORE: Open year round. Star Gigs 

available. 726 -8306. 
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Rebuilding Our Economies 
The NEDC Aboriginal Governance 
and Economic Development 
Conference at Tigh -Na -Mara Resort 
was a huge success both in terms of 
participation and content. 
The conference was developed for the 
Nuu -chah -nulth Tribes to give them 
information and methodology in areas 
of governance, self -determination, 
wealth generation and process 
implementation or in other words in 

how to build a strong economically 
healthy community. 
We listened to speakers from across 

Canada and the United States sharing 
their knowledge and experiences and 
describing what it takes to build an 

economically sound and self- 
determining community. 
Dr. Manley Begay, of the University of 

Arizona described a puzzle that he and 
colleagues attempted to explain and that 
is, 'why some nations succeed and 
others with the same or better 
resources do not.' 
What makes the difference and how 

can we use this information to our 
advantage? We learned that the key 
elements to successful nation building 
are: 

Jurisdiction (Practical 
Sovereignty) - The First Nation 
has taken effective control of and 
responsibility for their affairs, 
resources, and decision -making, 

Capable Governing Institutions - 
The First Nation has established 
governing institutions that exercise 
its jurisdiction (sovereignty) 
effectively, responsibly, and reliably, 
Cultural Match - There is a fit 
between the formal institutions of 
governance and Indigenous 
conceptions of how authority should 

be organized and exercised, 
Strategic Orientation - The First 
Nation has moved away from 
opportunistic, quick -fix answers to 

development dilemmas and toward 
long -term decision -making that 
incorporates community priorities, 
concerns, circumstances, and assets, 
and 
Leadership - There is some group 
or set of individuals who: are 
willing to break with status quo 
practices in Indian Country, can 
articulate a new vision of the 
nation's future, and both understand 
and effectively encourage the 
foundational changes that such 
visions require. 

We learned from Ron Jamieson, Senior 
Vice -President of Aboriginal Banking 
with the BMO Bank of Montreal about 
wealth management. Ron spoke about 
planning for the future and the 
traditional rule of thumb of the Iroquois, 

'the 7th generation rule,' or 'how will 
the decision we make today impact 
our great, great, great, great 
grandchildren.' He spoke of risk 
management, capital and asset 
protection, forecasting and corporate 
trusts. He described how a trust could 
be designed to serve a community for 
many years. One of Ron's key 
recommendations was to work with 
professionals, 'find the best person for 
your situation and don't be afraid to pay 
them.' 
Day two began with George Watts, 

principle of Imhahup Consulting. 
George used local examples to describe 
the benefits of implementing an 
effective community plan. He described 
the visioning process and the role the 
consultant plays in consolidating the 

Chiefs Jerry Jack, Bert Mack, and Simon Lucas 
enjoying the discussions at the governance conference. 

effort. He 
stressed 
community 
involvement 
and getting 
passed personal 
differences to 
promote 
community 
development. 
'We should be 
working 
together,' he 
said, 'act as 
one - let go of 
the internal 
and external 
conflicts. 
Revisit your 
strategic plan, it 

is not a bible, 
things change 
and you need to 
be aware.' 
Manny Jules, 
Chair of the 
Indian Taxation 
Advisory Board 

Dr Manley Begay: Dr Begay a citizen of the Navajo 
Nation was born in Fort Defiance, Navajo Nation 

(Arizona) and raised in Tuba City via Wheatfields, 
Navajo Nation (Arizona). He is one of three co- 

directors of the Harvard Project on American Indian 
Economic Development, Harvard University. 

(ITAB) spoke of sovereignty and wealth 
generation. Manny spoke of the fight to 
amend the Indian Act in 1988; the 
amendment gave First Nations the power 
to levy property taxes. He talked about 
jurisdiction and institution building and 
of working to ultimately have the 
authority to use your own money your 
own way. He is passionate in his 
dedication to First Nations self -rule and 
believes that we must begin to break 
down the legislative barriers that are 
preventing real entrepreneurship. 
Robert Dennis, elected chief of the Huu- 
ay-aht Nation First spoke of their on- 
going journey to self -sufficiency: the 
planning, the community involvement, 
the goal setting, the accountability, the 

measurables and the patience. He spoke 
with pride of their socio- economic 
successes and community growth. He 
shared the many challenges they faced 
and how through commitment, hard 
work and a transparent process they are 
accomplishing their goals of: zero 
unemployment, economic self- 
sufficiency, community capacity building 
and community pride. It isn't a fast 
process, it's taken us over ten years 
but we're not doing it for ourselves we 
are doing it for our children. 

Judith Sayers, elected chief of the 

Hupacasath First Nation presented the 
final address, Building Partnerships. 
Judith described how her First Nation is 

leveraging their assets by creating 
partnerships. Partnerships with the 
local municipality, the provincial and 
federal governments, other First 
Nations and industry sector leaders all 
with one goal, economic independence 
and freedom from poverty. Judith also 
stressed that you have to plan for this 
type of partnering, you have to be ready 
at the community level, the 
administrative level and the political 
level. 'No community is an island,' 
she said, 'everything is one, 
everything is connected.' 

NEDC was also fortunate to have Chris 
Maracle, from the Mohawks of the Bay 
of Quinte; Wayne Greer, Director of 
Aboriginal Services for KPMG and 
Randy Swanson, Director of Aboriginal 
and First Nation Services for Myers 
Norris Penny as speakers for this 
conference. 
The conference was well attended and 

we were very pleased that a large 
portion of the registration was Nuu - 
chah -nulth and that virtually all the 
tribes participated. 
We would like to thank all those who 
attended and once again mention and 
thank our sponsors: Western 
Diversification and BMO Bank of 
Montreal for their contributions and 
KPMG and Myers Norris Penny for 
their support. 

Nuu -chah -riulth Economic development Cor 
(250) 724 -3131 www nedc.info 

to promote and assist the development, establishment and expansion of the 
business enterprises of Nuu- -nulth Tribes and Tribal members 
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